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Abstract
In his seminal paper J. L. Kelly Jr. linked information theory with a staking system
for calculating the stake of a favourable bet. Kelly’s system is elegant, and under
certain conditions can be said to be optimal. In the fifty years since, his ideas have
been extended to financial markets, with much success. There have been fewer such
extensions to betting. In many countries gambling has been liberalised and the range
of bets available has increased markedly. One recent innovation has made a particular
impact, i.e. the introduction of peer-to-peer betting exchanges.
Betting exchanges allow their members to place bets with each other, behaving as
bookmakers, something Kelly did not consider. This and the Internet have increased
the number of bets available on a given event. These are often highly correlated. We
extend Kelly’s method to incorporate lay bets; and we do so analytically. We extend
this numerically to incorporate highly correlated bets and commission, another feature
unique to exchanges. We further extend this solution to include bets previously placed,
making possible a profit before the match has started.
Whilst extending the optimal solution to cover new situations we make use of the
increase in data available to examine the applicability of the original assumptions. We
run Monte-Carlo simulations to show when these assumptions are likely to fail.
One of the features of betting exchanges is the ability to increase or reduce the bet
size as the odds change over time. We examine the optimal bets to add to an existing
portfolio of bets if the odds have changed. We briefly consider changes in the modelled
probabilities.
Finally, we suggest a novel way of reversing Kelly’s strategy to provide a market making
strategy, even when there is some uncertainty in where the market prices should be.
However we also show that if that uncertainty is too great such a strategy is unlikely
to be profitable.
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1. Introduction
Gambling appears to have been regulated throughout its long history [5]. There are laws
written before 2000 BC in hieroglyphics restricting gambling [6], and detailed accounts
from Ancient Rome of their changing relationship with gaming and bookmaking [5].
Across many countries and cultures there appears to have been some practice similar
to gambling [7]. In its most general form gambling can be thought of as the agreement
to transfer assets, usually money, based upon the outcome of some as yet unobserved
event. Notwithstanding that, different traditions have produced different terminology.
The terminology used in this thesis is that prevalent in the United Kingdom.
Betting exchanges are a peer-to-peer betting platform. For every bet that something
will happen, there is a bet that it will not. In the UK we call the bet that it will
happen a back bet, and the bet that it will not a lay bet. Betting exchanges lend
themselves to descriptions drawn from financial markets. Having placed a back bet, a
person placing a lay bet later might be said to be unwinding his position, and back
and lay become synonymous with bid and ask or buy and sell. Those unfamiliar with
gambling terminology or familiar with that of a different country may wish to examine
the glossary in Appendix A.1.
The general form of gambling defined above covers a much wider range of activities
than those commonly covered by the term. In his letter Daniel Bernoulli [8] moves
seamlessly between lottery tickets, dice and shipping insurance. Most forms of insurance
are economically identical to betting; it is the regulatory environment which, quite
properly, is different. Of course the motivation of an individual buying car insurance
is different from that of someone betting on the winner of the Grand National. Also
different in motivation and regulation, but otherwise similar, is betting on snow on
Christmas day, and weather insurance/derivatives. Many of the techniques in this thesis
apply to a wide range of insurance and derivative contracts and other investments. In
many cases the purchaser of insurance will not need to calculate the optimal size of the
bet – it is the same as the value of her car, but in the case of the underwriter some
extension of this thesis might be of interest.
The most common form of betting in the UK is fixed odds betting. In this form of
betting the ratio of money transferred on a win or loss is fixed in advance. This is the
type of betting considered by Kelly [9] and it will be our main consideration.
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1.1. Motivation
Kelly developed a staking algorithm to calculate the amount of wealth which should
be staked on a favourable bet. Subsequently Breiman [10] showed that this system is
optimal in more than one sense. It will eventually outperform any essentially different
system and will minimise the number of bets required to reach some predetermined
amount of wealth.
Since 2000 the introduction of betting exchanges to some countries has allowed con-
sumers to place lay bets (see Section 3.1) in addition to the back bets Kelly considered.
In its current form Kelly’s methodology does not address these bets.
In recent years the range of bets available on any given event has increased markedly.
Regulatory changes might account for some of increase: in some countries, including
the UK, there has been a decrease in regulation; state sponsored lotteries have allowed
gambling to become more acceptable; betting exchanges have increased competition.
Technological changes have also been significant. The Internet has made it easier to
compare odds offered by competing bookmakers; it has also allowed companies to offer
their services internationally (sometimes flouting local regulations), offering products
common in other countries. Computers make it easier for a bookmaker to quote prices
in an increased number of markets.
Thorp [11] and others have considered multiple favourable bets when those bets are
uncorrelated, but that cannot be applied here. Breiman [10] did consider a general
form of the problem which would have included this case but claimed a general solution
was not possible. Since then, interior point optimisation methods have increased the
range of problems for which numerical solutions have become available.
Bookmakers (in the UK) quote odds. A better places a stake on an outcome. If that
outcome loses then the better loses the stake; otherwise, she wins her stake multiplied
by the odds. The bookmakers hope to produce a profit by offering lower odds than
those they believe to be fair. Betting exchanges work differently.
Betting exchanges allow individuals to bet with each other. In most cases the exchange
takes no risk on the events, it is the exchange’s customers who are taking the risk
with each other. To pay their costs and make a profit the exchange charges commis-
sion. Betfair, currently the largest exchange in Europe, charges the winner of the bet
the commission and the loser nothing. This is common to many of the other leading
exchanges available in the UK. It might seem that a reduction in the odds by the ap-
propriate commission would solve this problem. Unfortunately in many cases this does
not work. One of the features of Kelly’s system is that in addition to backing outcomes
which seem favourable, others are also backed. The commission is on the net winning
amount, and therefore needs to be included in the calculation.
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Kelly’s claim of asymptotic optimality required two assumptions; wealth is infinitesi-
mally divisible, and there is no maximum bet size. It is possible (likely – as it is an
asymptotic result) that there will be a significant run of bad luck which reduces the
available capital. Because of the infinitesimal divisibility of capital Kelly never goes
bankrupt. He is always able to place the next bet even if it is a fraction of a cent. And
because this strategy has exponential growth then eventually wealth becomes large
again. When modifying this strategy for financial products it is possible to assume a
large starting capital, in which case the probability of bankruptcy is small. Similarly
the financial markets are deep so the placing of large bets/investments is possible. The
depth available on betting exchanges is not as large, and the minimum bet is typically
£2 (which is larger than the smallest transaction possible in some financial markets).
It appears that the two assumptions might be mutually exclusive.
By allowing both back and lay bets, betting exchanges offer the enticing possibility of
profit without event risk. It is possible to take bets off before settlement, which might
be before the event being considered has even started. Having placed a favourable back
bet, it is likely that the market prices will change. If others also consider this bet to
be favourable it is possible that the market price will move in a direction favourable to
the better, i.e. lower. If the price moved too far the better could place a lay bet which
would also be favourable and would unwind the original bet. That is profit now with no
risk on the event. This is obviously an ideal scenario. One imagines an unwind should
be considered at fair value, but perhaps it should be considered even earlier?
1.2. Objectives
The key objectives are:-
• To extend Kelly’s fractional staking to include lay bets.
• To solve Breiman’s generalisation of Kelly numerically, and to provide examples
of this method in practice.
• To examine the problems caused by commission charged on winning bets by ex-
changes and to improve on the two trivial approximations of either ignoring com-
mission or adjusting the odds by the commission.
• To use the large amount of data made available by betting exchanges to examine
the practical implications of Kelly’s assumptions, in particular what is the max-
imum effective wealth, and how does the minimum stake interfere with optimal
growth?
• To adjust the new staking methods to take account of bets already placed.
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1.3. Contribution
This thesis shows that Breiman’s generalisation of Kelly’s fractional staking should be
considered solved, at least numerically. Breiman [10] states that finding a general solu-
tion is difficult. We show that by using interior point optimisation it is computationally
straightforward, taking milliseconds on a standard desktop computer when combining
four overlapping markets. For one specific case we solve it explicitly. This specific case
is likely to be the most common extension that users of Kelly staking are likely to use
as it is back and lay bets on a single (otherwise) disjoint market, which is the case for
horse races, football matches, winner of a tennis tournament and many other common
bets.
We further extend our numerical solution to include an approximation of the effects
of commission. This approximation may be made as close as needed to the actual
effect, with calculations taking milliseconds on a standard (circa-2009) desktop PC
when calculations are within £0.05 on bets of the order of hundreds of pounds.
We developed a formula for the probability of a substantial loss. Using this with the
minimum bet size we measured the probability of a strategy failing (because the next
bet is below the minimum size). The Kelly Criterion promises exponential growth.
In all markets eventually wealth will be much greater than the market can bear. We
examine this size for bets on English Premiership matches. When considered alongside
the minimum bet research we show that there is a relatively narrow range of wealth
where a Kelly strategy will be unencumbered. We show that for all but the smallest
wealth a fractional Kelly strategy will have a lower probability of falling below the
minimum bet size.
We present a novel method of using the above methods to make markets. Rather than
take odds from a website and then decide how much to bet, as above, this method places
bets into a (perhaps empty) market and adjusts the prices as trades happen. It might
be possible to make money even if the initial model is not accurate.
1.4. Thesis Outline
The remaining chapters are organised as follows.
Chapter 2 describes the background to the Kelly Criterion, as gamblers call it, also
known as Maximum Expected Log (MEL) or Growth Optimal Portfolios (GOP)
by economists and investment analysts respectively. This covers the controversy
of how generally applicable this idea is. This thesis relies on Interior Point op-
timisation to solve the general problem and so this chapter also contains a brief
summary of this work. As many of the examples rely on football models these are
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similarly covered. Whilst these ideas apply to investments, insurance and other
decisions most of this thesis uses betting examples and betting exchanges in par-
ticular. A discussion of the UK regulation which led to the current situation is
included. This contains a few criticisms of the current regulations, and possible
problems with betting exchanges.
Chapter 3 extends Kelly’s original algorithm to include lay bets. This is demonstrated
first with a simple example and then using football prices taken from the Betfair
API.
Chapter 4 considers situations were there are numerous bets available all dependent
on one game, such as the different bets typically available on a football match.
This is the generalisation of Kelly described, but not solved by Breiman. These
are solved numerically and demonstrated with a simple example and an example
using real football betting prices. Betting exchanges do not charge an over-round
as do bookmakers. They charge commission. Next this commission is included in
the numerical solution.
Chapter 5 analyses some of the assumptions made in proving that MEL is optimal. In
particular this strategy is asymptotically optimal, and yet as wealth increases it
is not possible to place bets large enough to continue that growth. The second
key assumption is that no matter how small wealth falls it is always possible to
place a bet. Betfair has a minimum bet size of £2. How high is the probability
that wealth will fall so low that a bet may not be placed?
Chapter 6 considers dynamic trading of a betting portfolio. If, having backed a runner
in a race the odds increase should the size of the bet be increased, and by how
much? If, on the other hand, the odds fall, should the bet be unwound? What are
the implications for growth. What about if the probabilities also move? These
are all answered.
Chapter 7 suggests an unusual application of Kelly to market making, that is placing
bets in a market with no pre-existing prices, and then changing these prices as
things trade. It is shown that it might be possible to make money using this
method even if the model is not perfect, but it has to be reasonably close. One
of the advantages of investigating betting exchanges rather than stock exchanges
is that it is possible to test some ideas with a few pounds. The market making
application was tested.
Chapter 8 concludes the thesis with a summary of the key results, and a discussion of
further applications and research.
Appendix A has a guide to betting terminology and the glossary.
Appendix B describes some of the common football bets available on betting exchanges
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aimed at UK customers.
1.5. Publications and Declaration of Originality
I declare that this thesis is my sole work. Throughout this thesis, other peoples re-
search and results have been used. This use has been fully cited and referenced in the
bibliography.
The following publications arose from the work carried out during my PhD.
3rd International Conference on Mathematics in Sport [12] extends Kelly’s staking
algorithm to incorporate lay bets, which are bets that something will not happen
and are available on betting exchanges, in addition to back bets. This continues
providing a numerical solution to Breiman’s generalisation, which is a convex op-
timisation problem. This work has been cited in [13]. The material featured in
Chapters 3 and 4 is based upon this paper.
IMA Journal of Management Mathematics, Volume 24, Number 3 [14] extends the
ideas above and provides an example using football data from Betfair. It then
incorporates commission, providing an arbitrary close approximation. This paper
also examines the size of some football markets, in particular considering how
large wealth would need to be before market size is a constraint to growth. The
material featured in Sections 4.5 and 5.1 is based up this paper.
4th International Conference on Mathematics in Sport [15] suggests a novel use of
Kelly to calculate prices used in market making, and performs a test in an active
market. The material featured in Chapter 7 is based upon this paper.
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2. Background
2.1. Measuring Risk
Whilst gaming has existed for at least four thousand years and gambling for at least
two thousand, published studies appear to be relatively recent. The first formal discus-
sion of what we now call probability theory appears to have arisen when Chevalier de
Me´re´ wrote to his friend Blaise Pascal asking for help on the problem of points which
Pascal and Pierre de Fermat solved in 1654 in their correspondence with each other as
described by Ore [16]. The problem of points asks for the fair distribution of stakes for
an incomplete game (somewhat similar to Duckworth-Lewis [17], but two hundred years
earlier, and for dice). Their ultimate solution included a number of breakthroughs. In
particular they considered what might have happened had the game continued, and
importantly introduced expected value. Poundstone has written a very entertaining
account [18] of most of the following people and it is to be recommended to anyone
interested in the following sections.
2.1.1. Daniel Bernoulli
In 1738 Daniel Bernoulli [8] solved a problem which had been posed by his cousin,
Nicolas Bernoulli 25 years earlier. The problem become known as the St. Petersburg
Paradox after the solution’s published location. Nicolas imagined a game of chance with
a payout of 1 unit if a fair coin toss reveals a tail, and doubling each time a head is
shown before the first tail. If you assume that the casino offering the game has unlimited
resources, the question is what should one pay to play such a game. In finite games the
solution is normally the expected value (EV), but not in this case.
EV = 1.
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Bernoulli solves this by suggesting that people value a fixed monetary gain differently
dependent upon their wealth. In particular a poor man values a fixed gain more than
a rich man. He considers a very poor man finding a lottery ticket with a 50% chance
of paying out twenty thousand ducats and a 50% chance of paying nothing. He claims
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that it would be sensible for him to sell this ticket for 9000 if he were able, and yet
it would be sensible for a very rich man to buy such a ticket at that price. Bernoulli
suggests a utility function, which has to be increasing and concave, and he chooses the
log function.
When the log utility function is applied to the St. Petersburg Paradox what you are
prepared to pay depends upon your wealth. Starting with a wealth of 13 units you
would be prepared to pay 3 of them, to be prepared to pay 6 you would need a wealth
of about 1100, and to pay 10 your wealth would have to be more than 250 000.
Because of the concavity of the log function a fixed loss hurts more than the same gain
benefits. “This is Nature’s admonition to avoid the dice altogether” claims Bernoulli as
both players in a fair game expect to make a loss.
Bernoulli continues with a discussion of shipping insurance. With the log utility func-
tion it is possible to work out if insurance should be taken out, or underwritten. Again
Bernoulli explains why it might make sense both for someone to purchase insurance
and someone to underwrite it, given different amounts of wealth, despite this being a
zero-sum game. Bernoulli points out that for the underwriter there must be a positive
expected value in the policy. The expected log clearly shows the value of diversifica-
tion, both to shipping, and to financial investments. Bernoulli claims that as these
mathematical results “accord so well with experiences of common practice we can be
comfortable with the assumption” (that we operate using a log utility function of our
total wealth).
2.1.2. John L. Kelly Jr.
John Larry Kelly, Jr, also acknowledged a problem with expected value. Should a
gambler be lucky enough to find a bet with positive expected value how much should he
stake? Following an expected value maximising approach would have the better stake
his entire wealth on this bet. Repeating this, would soon lead to certain destitution.
Kelly’s solution [9] is to bet a fixed fraction of wealth, and to chose that fraction such
that it maximises the rate of growth of capital.
Kelly worked at Bell Laboratories, where a few years earlier Claude Shannon had pub-
lished his work [19] on Information Theory. Answering the question of how much to
stake on a favourable bet, Kelly, writing in the same the journal as Shannon, uses the the
language of information theory for much of his paper. In the particular case of a book-
maker offering fair odds, the maximum growth rate predicted by Kelly bears a strong
resemblance to Shannon’s rate of transmission. Poundstone reports [18] that Kelly was
inspired by news of a betting scam. One of the most popular television programmes
of the time was a quiz show called ’The $64,000 Question’. In this show a contestant
was asked a series of questions with his prize money doubling on every correct answer.
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The show was popular and some viewers would gamble on the outcome. However, the
show was shown at prime time on both the East coast and West coast. Some gamblers
had friends in New York telephone the results through to them several hours before the
show started on the west coast. This supposedly was the inspiration for Kelly’s noisy
transmission line.
Starting with capital V0, Kelly maximises the rate of growth (G) of total capital (VN )
at stage N where
G = lim
N→∞
1
N
log
VN
V0
At each bet the gambler maximises G, the expected value of the log of his capital. It
must be noted (as it was by Kelly) that this is not imposing any utility function on the
gambler; the log arises naturally as we maximise compound growth. There is no measure
of his value of increased capital. This is interesting, as the result is mathematically very
similar to that of Bernoulli, which was first translated into English the year before Kelly
submitted his paper. Bernoulli’s work had previously been translated into German and
the results were well known amongst many mathematicians. However, Bernoulli does
assume that the gambler has a log utility function and that a fixed gain for a very
wealthy man is less valuable than the same gain for a poorer one.
Whilst the simple case with which Kelly starts has a parallel with Shannon’s information
theory as Kelly includes a bookmaker’s take this becomes less clear. And it is these
results that are of most interest. The paper noted one particularly interesting feature
which many gamblers do not like. If a particular game is such that there is no bet
which is favourable then the Kelly strategy states that nothing should be bet on any
event. However, if there is at least one event which is favourable then the Kelly strategy
may require a bet on not only that event, and any other favourable events, but also on
some unfavourable events. This made it unpopular with some gamblers who objected to
betting on events which on their own have a negative expectation, or betting where the
gambler’s estimate of the winning probability is lower than that implied by the odds.
It is easy to show that they should not be concerned. Imagine being offered odds of
2.20 for heads and 1.99 for tails on the toss of a fair coin. Anyone betting on heads
only stands a 50% chance of loss and so needs to limit the size of the bet. Conversely,
anyone betting £11 on the unfavourable bet for every £10 staked on the favourable bet
is sure to win about £1, and should bet his entire wealth and borrow and bet more.
Kelly shows that eventually his strategy will get ahead and stay ahead of any other
essentially different strategy. Most observers, for example Markowitz [20], take Kelly
to be the maximum which should be staked as John Haigh explains [21], a smaller bet
than that suggested by Kelly will reduce the growth rate, and the risk (the chance of
substantial loss) whilst a larger bet than this will increase the chance of loss yet still
have a lower growth rate.
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There are assumptions made by Kelly which need to be noted. This is an asymptotically
optimal strategy, which has no restriction on bet size, or on the division of capital.
Whilst it will eventually prove to be the best strategy the path taken might be very
uncomfortable for many. In the real world we do have restrictions on the division of
capital; there is a minimum bet size. If our capital falls such that the bet we need to
make is consistently smaller than the minimum bet, we should consider ourselves to be
broke. We might also find ourselves in the much more pleasant position that our capital
has grown so much that we need to place bets that are too large for the market. People
tend not to worry about that as much. Kelly has been applied to the financial markets.
In many cases the starting portfolio is so large compared to the minimum transaction
size (which can be less than £1) the infinitesimal divisibility of capital assumption is
reasonable. And as many financial markets are liquid and deep, very large transaction
are usually possible.
We have noted that betting the Kelly fraction is optimal, but we have not been precise.
Leo Breiman showed that such a strategy is optimal in more than one sense. Breiman
had already shown [22] that is does not matter if the game changes on each iteration.
As long as the optimal fractions are chosen on each occasion then the whole process will
be optimal. A year later he published a substantial paper [10] which proved a number of
results. Perhaps the most significant is that the Kelly criterion not only maximises the
asymptotic wealth, but also minimises the expected number of bets required to reach a
predetermined fortune, which might be a key factor for an investor/gambler.
Rather than focus on a single horse race, as Kelly did, Breiman was interested in a more
general version of the problem, allowing overlapping sets of outcomes called events, each
with odds. He wanted to find the fraction of wealth, zj , staked on each bet j, were “. . . X
is a random variable taking values in the set I = {1,...,s} such that P{X=i}=pi and let
there be a class C of subsets Ai of I, where C = {A1, ..., Ar}, with
⋃
j Aj=I, together
with positive numbers (o1, ..., or).”
G =
∑
i
pi log(
∑
i∈Aj
zjoj)
Unfortunately, Breiman then stated that the solution to the above equation is “difficult
in the general case”.
All of the definitions so far, and indeed the thesis under consideration assume the
availability of a favourable bet; a bet in which there is some expectation of a gain.
Kelly’s paper has a simple definition of a favourable bet, that there must be at least one
event i, with probability of success pi and decimal odds oi available such that pioi > 1.
The above definition is too simplistic. For example, Thorp [23] shows in his Blackjack
card counting system that it is often necessary to make bets which are not immediately
favourable, but which allow access to favourable bets later. Breiman takes a very general
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view in his definition of a favourable game. If Sn is the capital after n plays then a
game is favourable if almost surely
Sn →∞.
Breiman actually offered credit for this definition to Dubins and Savage [24]. Their book
concerns unfavourable games, but offers insights into optimal betting on a favourable
game in the finite case.
2.1.3. Harry M. Markowitz
Harry Markowitz’s work has been acknowledged by diverse organisations. In 1989 he
received INFORMS John von Neumann Theory Prize, awarded for a fundamental and
sustained contribution to theory in operations research, for his work developing sparse
matrix tools [25]. A year later he received (jointly) the Nobel Prize [26] for his “pio-
neering work in the the theory of financial economics”. Much of the theory of finance
of the last thirty years has been based upon the Capital Asset Pricing Model, which
in turn was based upon a paper Markowitz published in 1952 [27], and more detailed
extension into a book [28].
Markowitz argued that a portfolio could be characterised by its expected return and its
variance. For any given return there was a portfolio with a minimum variance, or for
any given risk (or variance) there was a portfolio with a maximum return. This set of
portfolios is called the efficient frontier; no portfolio on this frontier could be said to
dominate another. It is the attitude of the owner of the portfolio to risk which should
determine the position on the efficient frontier.
This idea, and its extensions, by amongst others Sharpe [29] and Miller [30], who shared
the Nobel prize with Markowitz, became CAPM – the prevailing received wisdom for
many years, especially when combined with the work of Fama on the randomness of
stock market prices [31]. Even today, whilst a few appear to be able to make abnormal
returns (see Thorp below) most accept that the market is mostly efficient, and sales of
index funds have expanded with new products such as Exchange Traded Funds (ETF).
The financial crisis of the last five years has led some [32] to question market efficiency.
Others argue that whilst it has flaws it is still better than anything else available [33].
Latane´ [34], Thorp [11] and Markowitz [35] each produced work trying to reconcile Max-
imum Expected Log (MEL) or Growth Optimal Portfolios (GOP) as the generalisation
of Kelly’s work to stock markets was often termed, with portfolio theory. Markowitz
had himself discussed it in Chapter 6 of his book [28]. Christensen [36] refers to some
of the research comparing the GOP to mean-variance portfolios. He concludes that the
GOP appears to be more risky than the efficient frontier, but “performs rather well”
even on shorter than expected time horizons. However, he finds that these results are
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not statistically significant.
2.1.4. Edward O. Thorp
Edward O. Thorp has probably done more to popularise Kelly staking than any other
writer. He has written extensively on gambling and investing, both academically and
popularly. Significantly he has followed his own teaching with great financial success.
His book [23] was one of the first to suggest a practical use of the Kelly criterion (as he
so named it). He had realised that as the casino game Blackjack was played without
replacing the seen cards back into the deck, then towards the end of a set of deals a
player who could remember all of the cards might have an advantage over the house.
In fact he was able to create a system of counting the number of high cards that had
been played. High cards (tens and aces) are better for the player than for the house.
If fewer are played then there must be more left in the remaining deck, which would
be better for the player. He used the Kelly fraction to calculate how much to stake,
although with the modification referred to earlier. He still had to bet a minimal amount
on unfavourable games in order to remain at the table to take advantage of the next
time the deck became favourable. Several hundred thousand copies of this book were
sold.
Unsurprisingly, most research on growth optimal staking has concentrated on financial
markets rather than betting markets. Thorp was an early and prolific advocate of
Kelly’s method in managing financial risk. Financial markets typically have continuous
returns rather than the discrete returns afforded by betting markets; otherwise, they
are remarkably similar. Whilst Latane´ [34] was one of the earliest, and Thorp one of
the most prolific, for example, [11],[37] and [38] (with Rotando), many of the leading
financial authors have published in this area, see Merton [39] and Markowitz [35]. Indeed
Thorp founded Princeton-Newport Partners in 1969. Between then and 1988 the fund
had a compound average annual return of 15.1%, after fees [18]. The S&P500 averaged
8.8% over the same period. The standard deviation of that return was much lower than
comparably successful funds of the time (such as those of George Soros and Warren
Buffett).
In much of the research there is little difference between that concentrating upon fi-
nancial products and that on betting. The typical research (see most of those in the
previous paragraph) takes a discrete time period approach. Each period may be consid-
ered as a bet on a portfolio of stocks, each with a random return. Given that in financial
markets it is quite usual to buy something and then sell it later, and that Thorp is very
successful in financial market, it is surprising that he did not consider doing the same
in betting markets until 2008 [40]. Thorp was reporting an email conversation with
Proebsting who had noticed something surprising. He calculated the Kelly fraction of a
bet, and then considered what to do if the odds improve. If one solves the exponential
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log equation as Thorp did, (and the present writer [41] although with too little analysis)
the result is such that the new fraction plus the first fraction is larger than the fraction
for the new odds on their own. Thorp named this Proebsting’s paradox. It leads to the
disturbing conclusion, that if successive improvements in odds occur and are backed,
then as the odds increase the fraction bet will tend towards one.
Aaron Brown has provided a solution to this in a private communication with Thorp,
which is reported by Wikipedia [42]. He considers that the improvement in odds should
be considered as a loss. The existing bet should be notionally sold back at the new
odds, and then a new bet considered, but on the new, lower capital.
Much of this thesis refers to betting markets. Apart from their scale and social usefulness
there is another difference between many financial markets and betting markets. It
would be possible to divide each betting market into small periods of time and consider
each period independently as is done in much of the above referenced work. However,
in each case there will be a final settlement price which determines the payout and thus
it is also possible to think of all of these periods as correlated. In classical derivatives
pricing, such as Black and Scholes [43], the derivative is based upon the price of an
underlying investment, the price of which is visible. It is possible to consider a no
arbitrage assumption to price the derivative. In some other derivatives such as those
involving weather [44] or [45], this is not possible. There is no underlying security
to observe. The pricing of sporting bets might be considered comparable to these
derivatives.
2.1.5. Paul A. Samuelson
Adoption of Maximising Expected Log has not been universal. Most notably, another
Nobel winning economist, Paul A. Samuelson has been particularly critical [46] and [47]
(with Merton). One early paper by Hakansson [48], which compared mean-variance
efficient portfolios with the MEL portfolio did contain an error, which was pointed out
in Merton and Samuelson’s paper. Hakansson later corrected this [49] and argued that
this error did not change his fundamental argument. One of Samuelson’s criticisms is
that whilst maximising the geometric mean at every stage leads to a higher terminal
wealth, almost certainly, after sufficient time, it does not maximise the expected utility
in general. Thorp [50] agrees, and claims to have proved as much. He shows [51] that
in general one utility function will not dominate another. He also states [40] that this
point is not relevant to any of his and Breiman’s or Latane´’s claims. Markowitz [35]
does appear to claim that in some circumstances the geometric mean may approximate
that of a bounded utility function, which he later corrects.
MEL maximises long term gain and avoids ruin. These are the two features which
recommend it to many; they are also the features of which Samuelson is critical. He
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argues that for many the long term goal is not relevant, in which case, argue Thorp and
Markowitz and others, do not use it. Avoiding ruin is more difficult to dismiss. The
financier Jarrod Wilcox has a good analogy. Every day millions of Americans drive their
cars, and yet every day, on average, 89 people will die (2011 data). If we used the Kelly
Criterion to select our method of transport we would not drive. Most people do not
appear to think that way. Most are happy to take substantial risks if the probability is
low.
It appears that Samuelson, as an economist, was unable to consider anything which was
incompatible with utility theory. Whilst also an economist, Latane´ had worked on Wall
Street and perhaps was able to see that utility theory was a theoretical step too far for
many. Bell and Cover [52] “... are not interested in utility theory in this paper... [but
are] ... interested in objective aspects of portfolio selection”. Remember that Bernoulli
did want to impose a log utility function on everyone; Kelly, Markowitz, Thorp and the
rest did not. The use of MEL is a result of maximising compound growth. Markowitz,
as an economist, is happy with utility theory. He does not argue that those who use
utility functions such as those provided by Goldman [53] as a counter example to Thorp
should use MEL; he argues that they should not use any utility function other than
log. Luenberger [54], years later, extends this. He shows that under certain conditions,
including assuming long term goals, log is the only sensible choice of utility function.
Samuelson had provided another criticism [55] concerning the strategy’s asymptotic
nature. If an investor is not willing to accept one bet, why would he accept a sequence
of them? Bell and Cover answered this in 1988 [56] by showing that in some senses
the portfolio which maximises the geometric mean is also game theoretically optimal in
both a single play and a finite number of plays.
Poundstone concludes his chapter [18] (page 221) on this debate with an amusing anec-
dote. Merton and Samuelson [47] respond with a snide aside to an imaginary question
from someone who wants to maximise his compound return “It is a free country. Any-
body can set up whatever criterion he wishes.” They continue though that anyone who
understands this matter has a “duty to help people clarify the goals they will, on re-
flection, really want”. Thorp’s response was that when he explained the Kelly criterion
to investors most people say “Yeah, sounds great to me, I want that”.
In an attempt to have the last word Samuelson published a paper written entirely in
words of one syllable [57]. He agrees that an MEL investor with probability approach-
ing one as time increases has more wealth than another investor following a different
strategy. He argues that this second investor should not change his strategy because of
this result, and that this is not an argument to promote such a strategy in general.
The decision to follow this strategy is left to you, dear reader; if you do not like a strategy
which maximises the probability of increasing your wealth more than any other strategy
please feel free to choose an alternative. We have a brief discussion of why you might
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Figure 2.1.: A graph comparing a Shannon constantly rebalanced portfolio (50% cash,
50% stock) and the underlying equity. The equity randomly doubles or
halves in price each day.
not want to in Section 8.2.
2.1.6. Thomas M. Cover
Thomas M. Cover co-authored one of the leading books on Information Theory [58],
Google Scholar lists it as having been cited more than thirty thousand times. As quoted
above, Cover (with Bell) [52] argued that MEL was a utility-independent optimality.
This paper shows that choosing the Kelly portfolio also maximises the probability that
an investor will win a game with another investor when they both have to choose
portfolios for a singe period. In a further paper [56], they extend this further. The
MEL portfolio is “game theoretically optimal in a single play” or in any number of
plays of the stock market. The log optimal portfolio is robust independently of the
knowledge of the length of the game.
This answered Samuelson. We should choose the log optimal portfolio for a single bet
and for a sequence, even if the bets change at each stage; we merely adjust our bets at
each stage as appropriate.
Shannon gave two lectures on an investment idea he had [18], but never published
any details. He suggested something that we would now call a constantly rebalanced
portfolio (CRB). He imagined a two instrument portfolio half in cash and half in a
particular equity. This equity is very volatile, but without any fixed drift, its price
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Figure 2.2.: A graph comparing a Shannon constantly rebalanced portfolio (50% cash,
50% stock) and the underlying equity. The equity randomly doubles or
halves in price each day. On this occasion the stock price fell significantly
over the 500 days of trading, and yet the portfolio still did well.
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Figure 2.3.: A graph showing what would have happened had the stock crashed sud-
denly in price from day 200 (perhaps Boo.com or Marconi). The stock falls
quickly, with little volatility. So when compared to Figure 2.2 the portfolio
does very badly (from 1 000 000 to 10 000).
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Figure 2.4.: A graph comparing a Shannon constantly rebalanced portfolio with commis-
sion and the underlying equity. Commission charges of 0.5% are deducted
from both purchases and sales. The dotted lines show a similar pair of
portfolios but this time the underlying equity has a much lower volatility.
doubles or halves every period. At the end of every period the proportions are re-
adjusted back to half-half. Figure 2.1 shows one particular random simulation of this.
The equity is relatively unchanged but the portfolio had grown considerably. In addition
the portfolio has had a much lower volatility. Even if the stock fell significantly as in
Figure 2.2 the portfolio will still do well (though not as well as Figure 2.1). This is
assuming that both money and stock is infinitesimally divisible. In reality when the
price fell the cost of transactions would increase beyond any reasonable assumption.
Shannon was asked by an audience member if he had tried it himself and he replied
that he thought that commission would kill it as an idea. He was probably trying to
demonstrate that clever stock market strategies were not incompatible with the work
of Fama and others suggesting that markets moved like a random walk. However, his
own investing appears to have been the exact opposite, following a buy and hold forever
policy, perhaps because of tax considerations.
In fact it appears that commission need not be such a large problem. (Commissions have
fallen substantially since 1966 when Shannon gave the first of these lectures.) Figure 2.4
is produced using the same simulator as Figure 2.1. This time a commission of 0.5% is
charged on each purchase and sale. Commissions vary across products, countries and
customers, but many investors will be able to do much better than that. The portfolio
still does very well. The dotted lines on the same graph show a greater concern. The
volatility in this simulation is very high. The dotted lines multiply or divide the price by
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1.1 in each period instead of 2. This is still a high volatility, and yet when commission
is included the portfolio does not perform particularly well, but at least it does not lose
much.
The portfolio in Figure 2.3 shows what happens when a share price collapses, never to
recover. All the way down in price more and more shares are being purchased, soon to
be valued at zero. The equity in this graph could be any of the failed dot com stocks
of the year 2000 crash, or Enron, Marconi, or Northern Rock. Almost as bad would be
a company which fell significantly in value only to be taken over or de-listed. In this
figure the crash happens on day 200, but of course it could happen on day two. The
CRB loses 99% of its value in this case.
Cover extends Shannon’s idea, creating Universal Portfolios [59]. He shows that his
Universal Portfolio will asymptotically outperform the best individual stock. Assume
xi = (xi1, ..., xim)
T denotes the relative change in stock prices on day i, and bi =
(bi1, ..., bim)
T , where bik > 0, and
∑
j bij = 1, the fraction of wealth invested in the j
th
stock on day i is bij , then Sn =
∏n
i=1 b
T
i xi is the factor by which wealth increases in n
days. The constraints on b ensure that the investor is fully invested and neither borrows
nor lends. If we choose b∗ with full knowledge of the future market so as to maximise
the respective S∗n. Cover shows that S∗n exceeds the best stock and most stock market
indices such as the Dow Jones average. Cover goes on to create a a portfolio without
looking ahead Sˆn such that
1
n
log
S∗n
Sˆn
→ 0
for every bounded sequence x1,x2, .... Cover’s algorithm is exponential in the number
of stocks. Helmbold et al. [60] have since developed a variation with slightly better
properties with linear complexity in the number of stocks. They examined 22 years of
market data for pairs of stocks. Had they a time machine to go back in time 22 years
to purchase the best performing stock they would have multiplied their wealth by a
factor of 52. By following their on-line portfolio selection they would have increased
their wealth by a factor of over 110 – without any knowledge of the future. The best
constantly rebalanced portfolio would have increased their wealth by a factor of 144.
There has been much research in the last twenty years on Universal Portfolios, many
having tried to model commission costs, for example [61].
Universal Portfolio can be said to be following a policy of diversification, as recom-
mended by Bernoulli, Markowitz, and many others. But diversification is another rift
in the prevailing view, and just MEL itself it appears as though people are arguing
about the question rather than the answer. In the UK the top 350 stocks are the most
liquid; in the US this number is at least 500. Purchasing such large numbers of stocks
would prove problematic for all but the largest investors. The standard solution such as
suggested by Malkiel [62] is that about 20 stocks provides almost as much diversification
as 100. The argument assumes that stock market prices are independent and considers
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the standard deviation of a portfolio. This falls with each additional stock added to
the portfolio, but each additional stock added after the 15th reduces it only slightly.
Acknowledging that stock prices are not independent, the suggestion is then to make
sure that those 20 stocks are drawn from as wide a range as possible of the allowable
stocks. In the same book Malkiel promotes such diversification.
On the other side of diversification are Warren Buffett [63], Edward Thorp, Maynard
Keynes [64] and the followers of Security Analysis [65]. This book starts off by criticising
Wall Street for its focus on earnings per share, which sounds familiar, but this book
was published in 1934. Presented with 20 diverse shares which are good investments
I suspect that all of the above would have happily diversified. The problem for the
value investor, as these investors tend to be known, is that finding good investments,
and monitoring them is hard work and, therefore finding 20 is an unlikely achievement.
Graham and Dodd go further. They argue that if a stock is undervalued then its risk
(in the sense that it will fall in price, rather than its volatility) is likely to be lower.
Creating a portfolio by investing in your ten best opportunities might be actually safer
than investing in 20, as the second ten are intrinsically more risky.
Buffett provided more clarity on his view in a meeting with Business students in 2008.
“I have 2 views on diversification. If you are a professional and have
confidence, then I would advocate lots of concentration. For everyone else,
if it’s not your game, participate in total diversification.”
“If it’s your game, diversification doesn’t make sense. It’s crazy to put
money into your 20th choice rather than your 1st choice.”
Warren Buffett
He is advocating total diversification for almost everyone else other than a handful of
experts. He thinks that the market is more efficient than the average person who has
limited time to invest. Therefore he is unlikely to outperform the market. The efficient
market followers would not argue with his advice for the small investor, and we can
leave the experts to decide for themselves.
2.2. Football Modelling
2.2.1. Michael J. Moroney
In Facts From Figures [66] Moroney is one of the first to suggest using the Poisson
distribution to model goals scored in football. He first discusses data from Bortkiewicz’,
[67],‘Deaths by Horse Kicks’; these deaths are a remarkably good fit to the Poisson
distribution. Moroney’s football data, whilst “not too bad” a fit to the Poisson distri-
bution it is not as good as it might be. Moroney considers that this is caused by factors
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such as weather, and the opposing team. The over-dispersion seen is a common feature
of non-homogeneous data, for example [68]. Moroney continued by suggesting instead
the Negative Binomial distribution, which can be thought of as a Poisson distribution
with a random λ drawn from a Γ distribution.
2.2.2. Charles Reep
Wing Commander Charles Reep is a somewhat controversial but undoubtedly influential
[69] figure in English football, (and also to Norwegian football [70]). He has been referred
to as the father of modern data capture and analysis, having collected passing data on
thousands of matches during his lifetime. He, with others, [71] examined the number of
passes each side makes in each period of possession and favours the negative binomial
for this distribution. He confirms Moroney’s findings regarding goals and extends this
research to other sports [72]. He reaches two conclusions of particular note. One is that
as goals appear to follow on from short sequences of passes he develops the long game
– involving long passes. His other conclusion is that football is dominated by chance.
Hennessy writing in The Times [73] perhaps exaggerated this randomness, suggesting
that using a pin was as good a way as any of choosing winning teams. Hill [74] responding
to this rather than Reep’s original work, collected the views of several pundits ahead
of the season and compared their forecasts with the actual results, and unsurprisingly
found a correlation. He concluded that whilst there is much randomness, other factors
appear to appear relevant in the long run.
2.2.3. Michael J. Maher
Moroney and Reep (and others) had used a single parameter for the goal rate, and all
had acknowledged that this parameter would be expected to vary with the strength of
the opposition. However, the real breakthrough in football forecasting arrived when
Maher produced a model which adjusted the rate dependent upon the opposition [75].
This built on work relating to American Football, some of which was cited by Maher,
[76], [77], [78].
When team i plays against team j the score is (X,Y ), where X is team i’s score and
Y is j’s. In the first section Maher assumes that X and Y are independent. Each
team has two parameters α, a goal scoring rate, and β, a defensive factor. There is
one further parameter κ which is the home advantage. In football the home team, on
average, performs much better than the away team, well known for many years, and
analysed by Clarke several years later [79]. κ is constant across the whole division. X
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and Y are Poisson distributed with parameter λ and µ respectively such that
λ = καiβj,
µ = αjβi.
Some were still wedded to the negative binomial. Pollard, one of Reep’s co-authors was
still using it [80] several years later.
Maher detected a slight dependence between X and Y and provided a dependent variant
using the bi-variate Poisson of Griffiths and Milne [81].
Maher was interested in measuring how well his model fitted the data. Dixon and
Coles [82] made a few minor changes to Maher’s model to predict the odds of the
next (not yet known) match. They fitted past match data numerically to obtain their
parameters, and in particular they weighted more recent matches more highly than
older matches. Instead of using the standard maximum likelihood method they created
a ‘pseudo’ likelihood. The contribution of each match is exponentially weighted by its
age. They went on to collect odds data from bookmakers for 1995 and 1996. At the
time bookmakers charged about 11% to place a bet. This is often called the over-round
and is the bookmakers’ expected profit per match. Despite this large cost of placing
a bet they were able to overcome it, showing that their model was significantly better
than those employed by the bookmakers. Unsurprisingly this is no longer the case [41],
at least when using this model.
Since then there has been considerable effort employed building models for football
(and all sports). Much of this work is done for bookmakers and companies which sell
prediction data, and therefore do not publish their models. Nonetheless there has been
an increase in interest in this field. In 1995, Clarke and Norman [79] examined the home
advantage in English football, as had Barnett and Hilditch earlier, regarding artificial
pitches [83]. Since then, home advantage has been in decline, which is true in many
sports and in most countries [84].
The football models which use Maher’s outline all predict the score. Obviously knowing
the final score we can say who won - the result. Goddard, [85] compared such models
to those which predict the result directly, in particular those such as [86], [87]. He
concluded that the difference in the success of each approach is small, and a slightly
better performance is obtained using a combination of the two. Teams tend to care
about winning or losing rather than the goal difference, and it is not unheard of for the
final rank of a table (by points) to have significant outliers of goal difference. In 1937-38
Manchester City scored the highest number of goals in the division (of 22 teams), had
a positive goal difference, and still finished second from the bottom [88].
Moneyball [89], a book about Baseball, has had a surprising impact on football mod-
elling. Michael Lewis, writing in 2003 about Billy Beane’s attempt to improve the
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Oakland A’s performance by using statistics to choose players. Since then many other
Baseball teams have started examining such data, and the same is true of a few football
teams. In an attempt to encourage the next generation of football modellers, Manch-
ester City give away their proprietary data [90] for a season.
A game popular in some countries is fantasy football. There are numerous fantasy
games with differing rules, but in essence an entrant to the competition makes up a
team from all players in the division, and scores according to the performance of those
players in the real matches. Unsurprisingly, there is research into modelling fantasy
football [91] or [92].
Of course there are times when the teams do not play their best game. Sometimes a
certain result is a good result for both teams, and unsurprisingly, yet with no suggestion
of deliberate match fixing such a result can be found [93]. Sometimes there are sugges-
tions of unsporting agreements [94]. At the end of the season one team may be safe
from relegation, but with no chance of winning a further trophy, whilst the opposing
team may still have something to fight for. One is not surprised if such matches diverge
from predicted results [95]. Such a problem (possibly corruptly so) is well known in
other sports, perhaps most famously, because of a popular account in Freakonomics
[96], Sumo [97].
This leads into extensive accounts of match fixing more generally. One substantial
starting place would be Wikipedia [98], but unfortunately there are many scandals,
some so enduring or sophisticated that they have acquired the status of names, for
example [99] [100] [101]. Recent work includes [102], [103], [104].
2.3. Interior Point Methods
Whilst this thesis does not develop Interior Point methods, it does make extensive
use of them. Indeed it is because of their development over the last 20 years that we
claim Breiman’s general formulation, described above, should be considered solved. In
that regard it does appear worthwhile to outline a few key developments; for a fuller
treatment see Wrights history [105].
A general constrained optimisation problem might look something like this
min
x∈Rn
f(x) s.t.
g(x) 6 b.
f and g may be any function. Other variants might impose a range on x, or include
equality constraints. Clearly these can be included in g by adding pairs of inequality
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constraints. Interior point methods create a new function which is a combination of the
objective function f and the constraint, often something like log[b − g(x)]. These had
been used in the 1960’s but by the 1970’s had been superseded due to problems with ill
conditioning near solutions which lie on a constraint (which is common).
Somewhat surprisingly using non linear techniques to solve linear programming prob-
lems appears to have been “revolutionary” [105], especially when you consider the canon-
ical form for linear programming:-
min
x∈Rn
cTx
subject to Ax 6 b
and x > 0.
In 1984 Narendra Karmarkar published [106] a new method for solving linear pro-
grammes (LP). Prior to this Linear Programming was considered to be different from
the more general optimisation above, of which it is a subset. The standard way of solv-
ing LP, was the well known simplex algorithm. Developed by George Dantzig during
his time with the US Air Force [107] it became one of the most loved algorithms of
the twentieth century. Despite Klee and Minty showing its complexity was exponential
[108], and Khachiyan finding a polynomial time ellipsoid algorithm [109], the simplex
algorithm was nearly always much faster at solving any practical problem.
After 1984, Interior Point methods and the Primal-Dual method in particular received
much attention. Many of the problems which had previously prevented general use had
been overcome. Interior point methods are used to solve both, and there are many
libraries for both.
We have made extensive use of the non-linear solver Ipopt [110]. This is an open
source solver re-written in C++ and maintained by IBM Research. It is based upon the
PhD thesis of Andreas Wa¨chter [111] written in Fortran. There have been numerous
publication detailing the methods and refinements, for example [112] and [113].
2.4. Gambling: Liberalisation, the Internet, and Betting
Exchanges
Even before the emergence of Betting Exchanges, the Internet was making an impact
on the betting industry. Forrest [114] suggests that internationalisation brought about
by the Internet (amongst other things) was making the UK football betting market
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more efficient, a process which has since accelerated [115]. Also having an impact was
the regulatory environment which in the United Kingdom, at least, has been relaxing
restrictions on gambling for the last 50 years.
2.4.1. United Kingdom Regulation
This is a brief introduction to set betting exchanges into some sort of historical context.
A good starting point for more details would be ‘An Economic and Social History
of Gambling in Britain and the USA’ [116]. There have been numerous attempts to
regulate gambling over the years, once dictated by the religious or moral views of the
monarch, or the Lord Protector. More recently, one common theme has been, until the
mid Twentieth Century, that the upper and ruling classes wanted to be able to gamble
themselves and yet they felt concerned “over the fate of the poor and guileless” [116].
The recent introduction of the (the UK state sponsored) National Lottery is often cited
as one of the reasons gambling has become more socially acceptable, and that is another
feature common to history. Lotteries had been taking place since Elizabethan times,
but the first lottery authorised by Parliament took place in 1694 and between then and
1826 170 lotteries took place. At the same time all other lotteries were illegal (until
1934) [116]. Interestingly, one of the (many) causes of disquiet amongst the American
colonists was the extension (from Britain) of this ban on lotteries in 1769 [117]. Many
regions had previously organised lotteries to raise funds for schools and universities.
The lotteries in the UK funded improvements to London’s water supply, Westminster
Bridge, and the British Museum [116].
The UK had already prevented large wagers from being enforceable in court but the
Gaming Act 1845 ensured that no wagers were legally enforceable [118]. This led to a
surge in cash betting shops which were closed a few years later [119] when off-course cash
betting premises were banned. The Betting and Lotteries Act 1934 [120] clarified and
tidied up some details. It also repealed much older legislation including that regarding
lotteries. This made way for the Totalisator, a device to calculate parimutuel betting.
Now referred to as the Tote this was allowed at horse and dog tracks.
Betting shops were legalised by the Betting and Gaming Act 1960 [121]. By design,
they were forced to be as unappealing as possible. Rule changes in 1986 give one an
idea of how bad they must have been: chairs and televisions were allowed, and instant
coffee machines [122], [123]. However unwelcoming they were, by 1963 there were 14,388
[116]. This act also accidentally legalised casinos.
The Royal Commission that led to the 1960 Act had wanted to allow private gaming,
such as bridge, but not allow commercial gambling and recommended no bankers games.
However, the Act was implemented with slightly different wording which did not ex-
plicitly prevent such games [124], and many casinos allowed the players to take turns
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at being banker if they so wished (and had resources, and were not intimidated by the
bouncer). The Act had also intended to allow small scale gambling by other organisa-
tions (raﬄes, bingo, sweepstakes) as a fund-raising activity not related to their main
purpose. But again the wording was not clear. The betting shops had been intended
and they were licensed and taxed, whereas the casinos had no restrictions. There were
an estimated 1200 [124] by 1968.
James Callaghan, the then Home Secretary spoke of the 1960 Act “the Act precipitated
the very evil it was meant to prevent”. He introduced The Gaming Act 1968 [125]. This
act was successful, although to some extent the genie was out of the bottle. Casinos
were limited geographically, they were licensed and registered, by local magistrates and
the newly founded Gaming Board which had wide discretion to exclude people deemed
undesirable. By 1972 there were 125 casinos, and organised crime had largely been
eliminated [126].
On 14th November 1994 the National Lottery was launched. “The lottery created
hysteria ... people who had never placed a bet in their life queuing up ... before the
Saturday-evening deadline” [122]. In the financial year 2011/12 the National Lottery
had sales of £6.5 billion [4].
The National Lottery was a double edged sword for betting shops. Initially, it led
to a drop in profits as many small gamblers switched to it [122]. But at the same
time it became increasingly difficulty for the government to defend harsh restrictions
on gambling shops whilst running and promoting a lottery from every supermarket and
newsagent in the country. The National Lottery did all but kill off the Football Pools.
This had been a de-facto lottery for the vast majority of the weekly players. Entrants
had to predict which football matches would end in a draw. Some used their knowledge,
but most played the same numbers every week. The latter class of people switched to
the lottery which was easier to understand and had larger prizes, a higher (less negative)
return, and most of the withheld money went to good causes.. The pools, as the name
suggests, were pooled betting, and as many left the prize money fell into insignificance.
A number of deregulations followed the introduction of the lottery to allow betting shops
to compete [123]. In common with other shops they were able to open on Sundays.
The blank window rule was removed; window advertising of products and prices was
allowed. Some advertising was permissible, although not on radio or television. Shops
were allowed to have a limited number of slot machines. This last rule would prove very
important. In the year 2012 about half of betting shops’ Gross Gambling Yield (GGY)
comes from slot machines [2]. GGY is the amount of money staked less the amount
paid out in prizes. If one considers the cost of maintaining those machines compared to
the rest of a bookmaker’s operation it can be argued that almost all profit comes from
slot machines.
About this time betting duty was cut. Prior to 1996, 10% of all winnings from off course
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betting shops were retained, 7.75% was a tax, and for bets on horse racing the rest was
paid as a levy to the racing industry. In 1997, the tax was reduced by 1%. This cut
would prove to be too little, too late. The same year one Victor Chandler founded a
telephone betting service in Gibraltar. Bets on this service did not attract the betting
duty. Three years later he moved his entire telephone business there. Within four
years turnover increased to over £1bn [127]. The government abolished the tax in 2002,
taxing gross profit instead, with the horse racing levy following suit. This failed to stop
the march overseas. With the increasing use of the internet, overseas betting became
even easier. The Gambling Commission, the main gambling regulator, report that GGY
regulated in the UK accounts for about 4% of the total remote (non betting shop, or
track) gambling [2]. Another estimate puts the amount of offshore much higher, in fact
more than double [128].
As we argue elsewhere in this thesis there are many activities indistinguishable econom-
ically from gambling. The Financial Services Act 2000 [129] contains a section ensuring
that contracts for difference are recoverable in court. Previous legislation had also
included similar provisions as the Government was concerned about several financial
activities which people might try and argue were betting losses. There had been such
a case in the Court of Appeal a few years earlier. In City Index Ltd. v Leslie, Leslie
had refused to pay money owed to City Index from losses on a contract for difference,
arguing that they were gambling losses and not enforceable under the 1845 Act. He
lost.
The Gambling Act 2005 [130], further liberalised betting and gaming. One high profile
feature of this Act had been to allow a new super casino, Las Vegas style. Manchester
was chosen as the location, but then this policy was reversed. Of the other casinos
allowed by this legislation only one has opened so far. This is the first substantial piece
of legislation to deal with the Internet. It had been hoped that some the companies
which had followed Victor Chandler might return; in fact more moved away. The Act
did allow television advertising. Restrictions on casino games were relaxed; previously
the regulator maintained a list of approved games, now it has a list of banned games,
which is currently empty. Thomas Aquinas, the Thirteenth Century Theologian, is
said to have permitted gambling, providing “it was not motivated by covetousness,
characterised by unfairness, or used to exploit the young or psychologically immature”
[131]. The Act is remarkably similar and maintains the overall policy position prevalent
for the previous fifty years, to allow gambling whilst:-
• preventing crime or disorder, and making sure it does not support crime,
• ensuring that gambling is fair and transparent, and
• protecting children and the vulnerable.
Whilst many object to gambling on moral or religious grounds, and some of those think
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that no-one should be able to gamble it is probably a fair opinion to claim that in most
cases these objectives are being met.
The Government has recently announced a change in gambling tax policy. There will be
an attempt to tax at the point of consumption, rather than the location of the betting
equipment. This might raise as much as £240 million [128]. Perhaps this will encourage
some betting companies to return to the UK, but perhaps not. Betfair, for example,
takes about half of its bets from customers in the UK [132]. Half of its commission
would be liable for the new tax. If it relocated to the UK all of its commission would
be liable.
2.4.2. Costs and Benefits
We cannot discuss gaming and betting without acknowledging that it has costs to so-
ciety. This section is short merely because is it beyond the scope of the author’s expe-
rience. It is worth remembering that this is focused on the UK, and gambling varies
greatly across the world. Munting reports [116] that whilst horse racing was the preva-
lent form of gambling in the UK in the nineteenth century, whereas in Germany there
was hardly any horse racing and most gambling was on the Klassenloterie. This lot-
tery was too expensive for the working class and so was a tax on the wealthy. Such
differences in the most popular types of gambling remain today.
Figure 2.5 shows the Gross Gaming Yield (GGY) of the US market[133], broken down
into three sectors: casinos, including commercial, Native American, and Card Rooms;
bookmakers, including pari-mutuel; and lotteries, including bingo and charity lotteries
[1]. Figure 2.6 is a similar chart for the UK, but broken into four: casinos, including
arcades; bookmaking; lotteries, also including bingo; and remote betting which includes
bingo, gaming and betting, but not lotteries [2], [3], and [3]. Comparing the overall size
in 2009 with that of the UK, shown in Table 2.2, we can argue that they are broadly
similar, perhaps slightly larger in the USA. Using the exchange rate of £1 = $ 1.54,
prevailing on 28th July 2013 GGY per head is $291 for the US, and $238 for the UK.
The US is a much wealthier country; if we examine the fraction of GDP arising from
GGY we see 0.68% for the US and 0.57% for the UK. Indeed had we used £1 = $ 1.81
for the exchange rate these would have been the same and in 2009 the GBP exchange
rate varied between USD 1.40 and 1.90.
It is the breakdown within the markets in Figures 2.5 and 2.6 which reveal the difference.
Table 2.1 shows the numbers for 2009, which is the only year common to both figures.
In the UK lotteries (almost all of which is the National Lottery) take a greater share
than in the USA, but both are significant. In the UK there is very little casino gaming
whereas in the USA it is by far the largest sector.
The different types of gambling in each country might account for the different rate
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Sector UK USA
Lotteries 46.3% 30.5%
Casinos 16.1% 66.2%
Bookmaking 37.6% 3.3%
Table 2.1.: The distribution of regulated gambling in the UK and USA for the year 2009.
The UK casino and booking numbers exclude remote gambling. Definitions
as in Figures 2.5 and 2.6.
UK £ USA $ USA£1 USA£2
Total £8.12 Bn $ 89.26 Bn £58.0 Bn £51.0 Bn
Per capita £131 $ 291 £189 £166
Table 2.2.: The size of regulated gambling in the UK and USA for the year 2009. Def-
initions as in Figures 2.5 and 2.6. The exchange rate used is the current
exchange rate (£1=$ 1.54) in case 1, and the middle of the 2009 range
(£1=$ 1.75) in case 2.
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Figure 2.5.: A graph showing the size of the three main US market sectors. Casinos
includes Commercial Casinos, Native American Casinos and Card Rooms,
Lotteries includes Charitable Games and Bingo, and Bookmaking includes
Pari-Mutuel Wagering. Data from Statistical Abstract [1].
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Figure 2.6.: A graph showing the size of the four main market sectors. Casinos includes
Casinos and Arcades, Lotteries includes Bingo, and Remote includes all
forms of remote betting regulated from the UK, but not remote lottery
transactions which are included in lotteries. Data from Gambling Commis-
sion [2], except lottery data which is from the National Lottery Commission
[3] and [4].
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of problem gambling reported in each country. For the UK the Gambling Commission
conducts a survey every five years and the most recent [134] reports problem gambling
below 1% of the adult population, whereas this is about 3.5% for the USA. This survey
also reports that problem gambling is particularly low for lottery players, and particu-
larly high for casino gamblers. Therefore it is possible that different types of gambling
available in different countries account for much of that difference. The rest of this
section will refer mainly to the UK.
In the UK in 2010, 73% of the population aged over 16 took part in some form of
gambling [134]. The National Lottery was the single biggest activity with 59% of the
population taking part at least once. Economically, it could be argued, that the National
Lottery is one of the least fair forms of gambling available in the UK. For every £1
staked, only £0.50 is returned. However, for many, this is the reason it is popular as
£0.28 goes to good causes. Most people will have passed by a sporting facility, a concert
hall or a museum which has been built, or significantly improved with lottery money,
totalling over £30 billion since 1994.
Obviously before gambling was legalised, by definition, there was an association with
crime and gambling. Betting shops and casinos have large amounts of cash, which is
very attractive to money launderers and other criminals. There was clearly a problem
before 1968, but just as Nevada significantly reduced crime by a mixture of encouraging
corporate ownership of casinos, and a strong regulator [135] the UK has significantly
reduced criminal activity. There appears to be consensus that the Gaming Act 1968
largely succeeded in its aim of removing criminality from the gambling industry [126].
Haringey recently held a meeting to discuss betting shops in the Borough and reported
“no evidence received to link betting shops with crime”, and the police reported [136]
that betting shops were a “focal point for crime where this was already known to
be a problem”, but did not think that they increased crime in themselves. There
is no evidence that the crime rate in Atlantic City is higher than that of Orlando,
when weighted by the number of visitors [135]. It does say that it is possible that
criminals commit crime at home and then travel to a casino area, but that is (reasonable)
speculation.
If we argue that those who want to stop gambling are in the minority, and that crimi-
nality has been largely removed from the industry, we still need to consider how well the
regulator is doing with its other aims: ensuring fair play and protecting the vulnerable.
It appears that it is not doing quite as well with these goals.
“Gambling is a bigger threat to sport than doping” read one recent headline [137].
Other headlines indicated that 50 jockeys might be involved in race fixing, 5 were later
arrested, but not one was brought to court [127]. This is not a new phenomenon. Nearly
100 years ago eight Chicago Baseball players were banned for life, having been accused
of intentionally losing. Four footballers were jailed for matches fixed n 1964 in the UK.
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It has been claimed that this was responsible for the high rate of betting duty which was
imposed shortly afterwards [116]. The Gambling Commission has responded, creating
the Sports Betting Intelligence Unit, which is working with the sporting regulatory
bodies and with other European regulators [138]. Between 1st April 2012 and 31st March
2013, 93 cases of suspicious betting activity have been reported to the Commission [2].
The other accusation against the Commission concerns understanding the payout of
Fixed Odds Betting Terminals (FOBT). The return, or payout is often hard to spot
and varies between each game. But more importantly the player recycles his winnings
multiple times and so the return is usually much lower than the payout a player expects.
Haringey have called for this to be displayed [136]. This is probably compounded
by problem gambling being much more prevalent amongst the poorer, younger less
educated.
Most objections regarding FOBTs are to their very existence, and failure of the Com-
mission to protect the vulnerable. Under the 2005 Act each betting shop is allowed four
machines. The recent development of high stake gaming machines has caused consider-
able concern. Some say that they are the “Crack Cocaine” [139] of gambling. A more
measured quote is “The presence of relatively high-stake category B2 (FOBT) machines
in high-street betting shops was a source of considerable concern to groups which aim
to combat problem gambling. They argued that B2 machines posed a greater risk of
causing problem gambling than other forms of gambling” [126]. One author argues that
the fall in over-round seen for popular sports in high street betting shops is a loss-leader
to get people in the door [140] to play the machines. They have changed the nature of
betting shops.
The number of betting shops was in decline, as some betting moved overseas and on-
line, but the Fixed Odds Betting Terminals have reversed that trend. The Gambling
Commission report [128] an increase of 300 shops in the last two years. As four are
allowed per shop it is not surprising that branches of the same chain can be found near
each other. Haringey report [136] that betting shops have moved into areas with much
higher footfall and become more prominent. However, other high street retailers and
banks have withdrawn from the high street vacating some prime retail space. It may be
that there is merely increased availability. Harriet Harman has called this a “blight” on
London’s streets. FOBTs are very profitable. They account for at least half of betting
shop profits [136], and perhaps much more.
The concern over FOBTs is part of a more general concern for problem gamblers. Whilst
surveys show that the number of problem gamblers in the UK is below 1%, lower than
in many countries such as USA, Australia and South Africa and broadly similar to
European peers such as Norway, Switzerland and Germany, this still represents between
250,000 and 450,000 people. Whilst there are some who use this as part of an argument
to ban all gambling [131], they would want to ban gambling in any case. As a very
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small proportion of the community abuse kitchen knives [141], should we ban them?
Or should we close public libraries because terrorists have been able to research bomb
making by reading chemistry books [142]? No, of course not, but as 34% of serious
knife wounds are caused by kitchen knives some are considering if it would be possible
to have knives with sharp ends short and longer knives rounded [143]. Similarly it could
be argued that more could be done to protect people with gambling problems. The
profits from a FOBT are large enough that it should be possible to do more.
One type of help for those who realise that they have a problem is self exclusion. They
attend their local betting shops and complete a form. There are just over 20,000 new
self exclusions each year, which will include fewer individuals making more than one
application. But it is poorly enforced. There were more than 12,000 breaches reported
last year. Many argue that self exclusion is not working [144]. It should be quite easy to
introduce technological solutions. One simple change would have credit and debit cards
which have a gambling opt-out. Or introduce facial recognition. Casinos in Ontario
have just such a system for self exclusion [145]. These could be built into the FOBTs,
with the player being scanned by the machine and only allowed to play if he is not on a
list of self excluded players. As these machines are connected to the Internet this should
be straight forward to introduce.
There are many other problems with gambling, and we will conclude with reference to
two more examples. Firstly, gambling taxation is regressive, poor people pay a higher
share of duty than wealthy people. Unlike the Prussian Klassenloterie, the UK lottery
is more highly represented by lower socio-economic groups. Casinos and online betting
exchanges have a lower proportion of poorer customers and yet face lower rates of tax-
ation. It has been thus for over a hundred years. The football pools were similarly
regressive. Secondly the Act appears to have failed too with regard to overseas gam-
bling. If gambling has costs to society, but also benefits with tax and employment, then
allowing overseas gaming to expand is not desirable as it causes harm and yet neither
pays tax nor provides jobs here.
“The Act permitted UK-based companies to offer online gambling ser-
vices and continued to allow non-UK providers to target UK consumers,
only the UK-based providers were made subject to regulation by the Gam-
bling Commission. The decision to regulate online gambling at the point-of-
supply rather than the point-of-consumption and to allow non-UK regulated
providers to operate into the UK was widely criticised. This together with
significant tax increases had led to migration of online providers offshore.
There was broad consensus that the 2005 Act has, thus far, failed to pro-
duce a future-proofed regulatory structure for the remote and offshore online
gambling industry”
House of Commons Culture, Media and Sport [126]
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Figure 2.7.: A graph showing the over-round for Premiership match odds for various
bookmakers. Ladbrokes and William Hill are the main UK high street
bookmakers. Interwetten is Austrian and not particularly active in the
UK, whilst the rest are Internet or telephone bookmakers. Data from
football-data.co.uk.
Gambling is now widely accepted in the UK as a legitimate entertainment activity
[126]. The National Lottery has raised over £30bn for good causes since its launch, in
addition to generating £13bn in direct tax and £10bn in wages and indirect taxes. The
bookmaking industry employs about 100,000 people and pays £1bn in tax each year,
its impact on the economy being possibly as high as £3bn [146]. However, more can be
done to help problem gamblers. Perhaps FOBT should be restricted. Haringey wants
them to be licensed separately, and further independent research commissioned [136].
2.4.3. Internet and Betting Exchanges
There are numerous articles written about betting exchanges, which for all intents and
purposes means Betfair. A good starting point is [147], but [148] and [149] have some
interesting information. Prior to the launch of Betfair and Flutter, in 2000, the majority
of people betting would use a fixed odds bookmaker, on the track, the high street or on
the telephone. Betfair and Flutter merged in 2002 [150]. Betting exchanges claim to
have brought several innovations.
Better Prices Bookmakers charged an over-round at the time of between 10 and 20%.
Betfair charged a commission of between 4 and 5% for most customers, Flutter
charged 2.5%. Better still, a customer could choose his own prices, perhaps making
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no bet, or his chosen bet, but only at the right price.
Lay Prices Just like a stock exchange where shares are bought and sold, so the betting
exchange has back and lay [151]. Lay prices are particularly important in markets
with lots of entrants such as horse racing, although less so in football, and not at
all in tennis.
Unwind Anytime A consequence of offering back and lay prices is that sometime after
placing a back bet a lay bet can be placed, locking in a profit or loss.
In Running Betfair was an early adopter of in play betting, or betting after the start
of the match or race.
Winners Welcome Because Betfair does not take risk, it argued that it welcomed win-
ners, whereas bookmakers would often close the accounts of consistent winners.
The existing bookmakers have fought Betfair ever since. They argued that Betfair
offers better prices because Betfair does not contribute to sport, or pay enough tax.
They tried to say that offering Lay prices should be illegal as customers should have
a bookmaking license. This failed and so they argued that offering Lay markets was
enabling corruption; it is much easier to lose a match or race than to win it. Recently
attention has turned to spot fixing. This is fixing some small element of the game, such
as the number of no balls in one particular over, or the time of the first throw, but
which should have little impact on the overall game. Some claim that the increase of
in-running betting encourages spot fixing, although probably most famous football spot
fixing in the UK is from 1995 [152], long before Betfair started. Co-incidentally 2000
was also the year that football’s minimum treble rule was dropped. Fears over match
fixing meant that unless a match was on live TV at least a three match accumulator
had to be placed [153]. The bookmakers have launched their own in play betting, and
a fast growing business it is. There is a controversy here, namely that most live footage
is not actually live, but delayed by a few seconds. Some worry that customers do not
realise this.
Figure 2.7 shows how the betting odds have improved for the customer over the last few
years. The two high street bookmakers (there is a third, but we do not have any data)
show a consistently higher over-round than the online competitors. The exception is
Interwetten which is Austrian and probably not competing for UK business. In all cases
the trend is been falling. Not included on this chart are Betfair, the leading betting
exchange, and Pinnacle Sports, a large international bookmaker. We have data for
Pinnacle Sports for last year only, which is the lowest of any at 1.020. Betfair has a
very low headline over-round for leading markets often around 1.005, but commission
needs to be added to this, and the more one bets with Betfair the lower the commission
falls. If we consider a new gambler placing one bet per football match then Betfair
over-round for the last few years would have been about 1.037 as he has no discount.
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To reduce commission from 5% to 3% would need bets of £20 000 for many weeks. For
such a serious gambler the over-round is 1.024. Betfair commission can fall as low as
2%, but this requires bets of £360 000 in one week, followed by bets of £60 000 per
week to sustain it. If a gambler who is using Betfair bets on more than one runner in
the same race, or takes his bet off before the end of the match then his over-round is
likely to be lower than that quoted above.
How much of that fall was attributable to Betfair? The Internet was introducing com-
petition from overseas Pinnacle, Victor Chandler (who had moved to Gibraltar by then)
and others. The Internet made comparison easy. New bookmakers without the expen-
sive high street infrastructure were competing for business. The Gambling Act 2005
had allowed more advertising. It is difficult to know the answer. The large incumbents
have fought to restrict Betfair. Whilst Betfair has better prices than most it is not the
best. Surprisingly Betfair recently became a bookmaker. Betfair does now contribute
to the horse racing levy.
Many of the innovations listed above are associated with betting exchanges and as that
may be fair for fixed odds betting, but these were common features of spread betting
long before. Most spread betting companies offered buy and sell, even during many
matches. Spread betting was common within financial districts as prices would be
displayed on Reuters terminals [154].
Models used by bookmakers have had to cope with in play betting. One football model
suitable for in play betting is Dixon and Robinson’s [155], as it considers the current
state of play.
It is a strange time to be considering betting exchanges. Betfair is currently by far the
largest. It does not necessarily have the best prices. It has introduced Premium Fees
which are like a tax (of up to 60%) for the most successful customers – winners are not
that welcome. And, many would say [147], it has admitted that the exchange model
does not work by becoming a bookmaker.
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3. Extending Kelly’s Fractional Staking
to Lay Bets
As we have seen in Section 2.1.2 Breiman’s research on the Kelly Criterion concentrated
on the general case. Although he proved many properties which hold in general, he
considered that finding a solution in the general case would be hard. Kelly, meanwhile,
studied one special case only: that in which each event has exactly one winner. In
particular, he discussed horse racing where it is possible to bet on a horse and it may or
may not win. This was likely to be the only practical scenario available, and certainly
the most common.
However, today there is another special case for which a solution would be very useful.
For those able to bet in countries where betting exchanges are prevalent, such as the
United Kingdom, it is possible to back an outcome, or lay it. In this chapter we extend
Kelly’s solution to cover both back bets and lay bets on a single market.
3.1. Lay Bets
Betting exchanges quote two odds for each event, i: the odds to back oi and the odds
to lay OLi . Recall that laying i is betting that it will not happen. The odds used
throughout this paper are decimal odds, such that for each unit of money staked at
odds of oi the backer receives a total of oi if his bet is considered a winning bet. As this
includes the stake, the total net winnings per unit stake is oi − 1. It is usual to quote
the laying odds, OLi , as the equivalent odds the backer of the bet would receive. For
every OLi − 1 units risked, should event i not occur, the layer will receive net winnings
of one unit. Here it is convenient to consider instead the lay odds as li =
OLi
OLi−1
, or the
payout with a unit stake if successful for the layer (i.e. i does not win and the lay bet
does pay).
We define a game as a future contest (or possibly a past contest with an as yet unknown
result) upon which we may bet, be it a football match, a horse race, or an election. If
Ω is a sample space of outcomes for a game, and an event is a set of outcomes taken
from Ω, we will consider bets on these events, and an event will be considered winning
if it contains the winning outcome.
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In this language a horse race with only back bets is a mutually disjoint set of outcomes,
each event containing one outcome. If we now introduce lay bets then in addition to an
event for each outcome, containing that outcome, there is another set of events which
is the complement of the first.
If pi is the probability of event i occurring, xi is the fraction backed at odds oi, yi is the
fraction laid at odds li and b is the fraction not staked on any of the N possible events,
then we must find the b, xi, and yi which maximise G, the long run growth rate, where
G =
∑
i
pi log(b+ xioi +
∑
j 6=i
ljyj) (3.1)
We assume that if a market has odds such that it would be profitable to back and lay
an event at the same time without risk of loss, a better would do this first in as large
an amount as possible until this dislocation no longer exists. Therefore, we assume that
xiyi = 0, i.e. no bet will be both backed and laid.
Kelly had no decision to make when he chose his constraint as b +
∑
xi = 1. When
considering back bets on disjoint events the total amount of money bet is the sum of
each bet placed. When considering lay bets, or otherwise non-disjoint events, things are
more complicated. Consider a horse race with two favourites, both with back odds(OB)
of 9.8 and lay odds(OL) of 10.0. Placing a £1 lay bet on the first of these will cost the
layer £9. If the layer goes on to place a further bet on the second of these horses with
a different betting exchange, this too will require £9, a total outlay of £18. If instead
the second bet is placed with the same exchange as the first, and if that exchange
allows offsetting, then the second bet actually reduces the total liability to £8. In this
chapter we maintain the general case assuming that bets may be distributed amongst
any number of counter-parties. In subsequent chapters we will be using data from just
one, Betfair, and so in those chapters we assume all bets are placed with that one
exchange and it allows offsetting.
To find the b, xi, and yi which maximise G in Equation 3.1, subject to b > 0, xi > 0,
yi > 0 and b+
∑
xi+
∑
yi = 1 we use the standard KKT [156] method for constrained
optimisation; we introduce λ for the equality constraint and µb, µxi , and µyi for the
inequality constraints, all of which are greater than or equal to zero. For the Lagrange
multiplier L(b,x,y, λ, µ) we now consider each partial derivative in turn:
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(
∂L
∂b
= 0)
∑
i
pi
b+ xioi +
∑
j 6=i ljyj
= λ (3.2)
(
∂L
∂xi
= 0, xi > 0)
pioi
b+ xioi +
∑
j 6=i ljyj
= λ (3.3)
(
∂L
∂xi
= 0, xi = 0)
pioi
b+
∑
j 6=i ljyj
6 λ (3.4)
(
∂L
∂yi
= 0, yi > 0)
∑
j
pjli
b+ xjoj +
∑
k 6=j lkyk
− pili
b+
∑
k 6=i lkyk
= λ (3.5)
(
∂L
∂yi
= 0, yi = 0)
∑
j
pjli
b+ xjoj +
∑
k 6=j lkyk
− pili
b+ xioi +
∑
k 6=i lkyk
6 λ (3.6)
Defining sets
S = {i ∈ S : xi > 0} and T = {i ∈ T : yi > 0}
Making substitution β = b+
∑
k lkyk and solving equalities 3.2, 3.3, and 3.5 yields
λ =1
xi =pi − β
oi
yi =
β
li
− pi
li − 1 and
β =
1− pB − pL
1− σB − σL (3.7)
where
pB =
∑
S
pi, pL =
∑
T
pi,
σB =
∑
S
o−1i , and σL =
∑
T
O−1Li
Solving the inequalities 3.4, and 3.6 yields
pioi 6 β 6 piOLi (3.8)
if i /∈ S ∪ T , giving a condition to determine those i which have zero fractions in the
solution.
In his paper, Kelly is able to partition his bets into two sets, those which will have a
positive stake (λ) and those with a zero stake. Kelly was able to find some conditions
on these sets. Starting with λ empty he considers all possible bets in order of decreasing
expected gain, adding each bet in turn until his conditions are met. The algorithm to
find S and T is not as pleasing as Kelly’s method as in our case β is not monotonic. In
Figure 3.1 we show examples of the four possible cases that we need to consider: no bets
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.1.: When finding the sets S and T of bets to back and lay respectively we
need to consider four cases: (a) both S and T are empty so there are no
favourable bets and β = 1; (b) T is empty so there are only back bets; (c)
S is empty so there are only lay bets; and (d) neither S nor T is empty so
there are both back and lay bets.
are placed; only back bets are placed; only lay bets are placed and both back and lay
bets are placed. We show in Section 4.7 that this is a convex problem and so a unique
solution exists. The search to distribute the bets amongst S and T is O(N logN) as the
pioi need to be sorted, and is thus easily tractable. Once sorted we need consider four
cases; S and T both empty, T empty only, S empty only, and neither S nor T empty.
One possible algorithm is:
1. Initialise test threshold = 1; descending = true;
2. Include in S all back bets with pioi > test threshold
3. Include in T all lay bets with pioLi < test threshold
4. Calculate β from equation 7 above.
5. If condition 8 holds solution is found. Terminate
6. If descending == true; set test threshold just smaller than the largest pioi /∈ S ∪
pioLi ∈ T and return to step 2.
7. If pioi /∈ S ∪ pioLi ∈ T was empty set descending = false;
8. If descending == false; set test threshold just larger than the smallest pioi ∈ S ∪
pioLi /∈ T and return to step 2.
This algorithm steps through all possible partitions until it finds a solution. A simple
improvement would be to oscillate about 1 rather than head in one direction first and
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Die Roll Back Odds Lay Odds
1 5.50 5.70
2 5.99 6.20
3 5.90 6.10
4 6.40 6.60
5 5.80 6.00
6 5.90 6.10
Table 3.1.: The odds available to an imaginary tribe on the roll of a fair die.
then return.
3.2. Simple Example
Consider an as yet undiscovered collective of six tribes, living in a tropical paradise with
plenty of resources. These tribes play a six way sport and need to roll a die to select the
team which will start. The tribes consider the number 1 auspicious – leading to better
marriage prospects for members of the family, whereas the number 4 is ominous. This
society has a highly developed gambling market and it is possible to gamble on the roll
of the die. The (decimal) odds are shown in Table 3.1.
3.2.1. Naive Kelly
Suppose a passing explorer stumbles across this collective. She understands the Kelly
Criterion, but can’t bring herself to place bets on an unfavourable event. Because there
is one favourable bet only, she calculates the fraction f of her possessions she is happy
to wager. She is going to back outcome 4 at odds (o) of 6.4 with probability of winning
p = 16 , where f is given by
f = p− 1− p
o− 1
.
In this case f = 0.01234 (rounding down, never up). When she loses, her wealth reduces
by a factor of 0.98766, the wealth relative, when she wins it increases by a factor of
1.06663 (0.98766+6.4×0.01234). After 6N bets we consider the value of her possessions
V6N . As N →∞ the proportion of winning bets → p, so
V6N → V0 × (0.98766)5N × (1.06663)N .
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Die Back Back Lay Wealth
Roll Stake Odds Odds Relative
1 5.50 5.70 0.98503
2 0.00222 5.99 6.20 0.99832
3 5.90 6.10 0.98503
4 0.01275 6.40 6.60 1.06663
5 5.80 6.00 0.98503
6 5.90 6.10 0.98503
Table 3.2.: The staking required by the Kelly criterion and the capital multiplier for
each outcome of the fair die. The wealth relative is the factor by which
wealth changes for that outcome.
As G the average per bet rate of growth of her possessions is given by
G = lim
N→∞
1
N
log2
VN
V0
.
G = 5.833× 10−4
3.2.2. Standard Kelly
Imagine, now, that the visiting explorer was happy to follow Kelly’s advice; it is optimal
after all. In this case f is slightly increased for 4, and there is also a much smaller bet
placed on outcome 2. Table 3.2 has the bets, and the wealth relative for each outcome.
G has increased to G = 6.006 × 10−4.
3.2.3. Back and Lay Kelly
In the final example she makes use of the lay bets which are available to her. Her bet on
4 is reduced a little and that on 2 considerably; she lays 1. The details are in Table 3.3.
When compared with Table 3.2 it is interesting to note that capital fractions for 2 and
4 have barely changed. Whilst 1 has clearly declined to a considerable loss each time
the 1 is rolled there is a significantly lower loss for each of the other cases (3, 5 and 6).
G has increased further to G = 8.150 × 10−4. Table 3.4 shows a comparison of the of
the growth rates achieved in each of the above three cases.
3.3. Football Example – Real Data
3.3.1. Data
Whilst the extension discussed above applies to any set of disjoint back bets with cor-
responding lay bets, in this section we demonstrate the value of our techniques using
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Die Back Back Lay Lay Wealth
Roll Stake Odds Odds Stake Relative
1 5.50 5.70 0.00829 0.95002
2 0.00017 5.99 6.20 0.99829
3 5.90 6.10 0.99728
4 0.01084 6.40 6.60 1.06665
5 5.80 6.00 0.99728
6 5.90 6.10 0.99728
Table 3.3.: The staking required by our updated Kelly with lay bets and the capital
multiplier for each outcome of the fair die. The wealth relative is the factor
by which wealth changes for that outcome.
Strategy Fraction Staked Growth Rate
Naive Kelly 0.01234 5.833× 10−4
Standard Kelly 0.01497 6.006× 10−4
Back and Lay Kelly 0.04997 8.150× 10−4
Table 3.4.: A comparison of the per bet growth rate achieved by each of the betting
strategies for the fair die. The fraction staked is the total fraction of wealth
required to be staked at each stage.
football data. These data were collected during the 2009/10 English football season
from Betfair. The data were taken from the API close to 10:00 on the day of the match.
In each case back and lay odds and amount available were collected for up to four mar-
kets: match odds; correct score; over/under 2.5 goals; and over/under 3.5 goals. The
match odds market concerns betting upon the result (home win, away win or draw).
The correct score market is indeed a bet on the final score (16 possible bets on all
possible scores with no team scoring more than 3 goals, plus one bet called other which
covers all scores with at least one team scoring 4 or more goals). Over/under 2.5 and
over/under 3.5 are bets on the total score and in particular whether or not the total
score will be over 2.5 goals or 3.5 goals respectively.
Out of 380 Premiership matches we collected some data on 350. Power cuts, system
crashes, database outages and human error account for the lost 30 matches. Of the
350, ten are missing at least one of the four markets, and whilst a further ten have all
four markets present, at least one of the markets has very poor prices. One possible
explanation for the very poor prices may be due to Betfair outages. Prior to the closure
of Betfair’s servers for maintenance, many prices are removed. We can not be sure why
these matches have poor prices. Removing them from this test will likely increase the
growth rate of both bets with and without lay bets; whereas leaving them will likely
reduce rates in both cases. We have chosen to remove them.
A summary of the data used is seen in Table 3.5. The back size is the amount of money
available for a back bet placed at the best price. The mean back size is the mean
across all outcomes and all matches in the data. There is a further discussion of this
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Number Mean Back Mean Back Mean Lay
Market Matches Size(£) Over-rnd Under-rnd
Match Odds 330 6496 1.0054 0.9925
Correct Score 330 320 1.0206 0.9784
Ov/Und 2.5 330 406 1.0051 0.9936
Ov/Und 3.5 330 392 1.0083 0.9848
Table 3.5.: The betting data on English Premiership matches from the 2009/10 season
used in this chapter is taken from Betfair’s API at approximately 10:00 on
the day of the match. Included here are only those markets with a back and
a lay price for each of the four markets listed.
in Section 5.1. The back over-round is the sum of the implied probabilities for a given
market. It can be seen as a measure of how liquid a market is, or how fair it is, although
this does not take account of commission. One may think of this (plus commission) as
being the same as the over-round charged by a bookmaker. The higher this is, the
worse for the better. Alternatively one may consider it to be the cost of unwinding a
bet immediately after placing it. To get back 100% of your stake will cost the over-
round - perhaps 102%. This over-round (plus commission) needs to be overcome by
any model in order for the model to produce a profit. The mean back over-round is
the mean across all matches. The over-round for Correct Score bets is higher than for
the other three markets listed. Betfair does not allow bets to be placed at all prices.
It offers only fixed permitted prices. As there are 17 outcomes in the Correct Score
market compared to 2 or 3 in the other markets there will be more ’rounding errors’ in
the market with more outcomes.
3.3.2. Model
In this section we test the new method with the data outlined above, comparing Kelly’s
back only with our new method. Our first consideration was to calculate the required
probabilities for both methods. There have been many attempts to compare models to
bookmakers’ prices, in particular [82] found some success. Indeed, they were able to use
historical data to predict the probabilities of future football matches. Since then the
bookmakers and users of Betfair have incorporated this research into their pricing mod-
els. In fact Dixon founded ATASS, and Coles works for Smartodds; both are companies
modelling sporting outcomes. Most of the work of these and other companies has not
been published. Using such models no longer produce bets with a positive expectation
[41]. Producing a model which predicted football probabilities more accurately than
the market would be a substantial piece of research on its own.
We could have used a more recent model such as that suggested by [157], but we feel
that as this chapter concerned choosing bet size a simple model was preferred. We
decided to use the first model from Maher [75]. This assumes that in any football
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Back Only Back and Lay
Final Wealth Growth Final Wealth Growth
Market (£) Rate (£) Rate
Match Odds 200 493.70 0.0182 272 723.19 0.0191
Correct Score 48 431 624.57 0.0348 441 067 600.55 0.0415
Ov/Und 2.5 752 391.57 0.0222 848 074.35 0.0225
Ov/Und 3.5 14 366.95 0.0102 15 513.55 0.0104
Table 3.6.: Comparison of growth rates when i) using back bets only, and ii) using back
and lay bets. The data consists of 330 English Premiership matches from
the 2009/10 season (described in more detail in Table 3.5). Test assumes an
initial wealth of £500 and is allowed to grow. G is the (natural) logarithmic
growth rate. In this example the bets are unrestricted in size (this will be
considered later in Section 5.1). The probabilities are calculated by fitting
the entire season to Maher’s model.
match goals are Poisson distributed and those of the home team are independent from
those of the away team. For each team there are two parameters: an attacking goal rate
and a defensive factor. There is also an additional scaling factor for home advantage.
The Poisson parameter for the home score is the product of the home advantage, the
home team attacking rate and the away team defensive factor. Similarly, the Poisson
parameter for the away score is the product of the home team defensive and the away
team attacking rate. The factors are found by using a MLE fitted to match data. We
fitted our parameters to data for the entire season.
3.3.3. Results
To be clear, we are using data not available to the modeller at the time the match
began. It would not be possible to repeat this demonstration and make a profit. Ta-
ble 3.6 has the results of this simple comparison. When calculating growth, Kelly used
base 2 logarithms; this fitted well with Shannon’s entropy. The growth rates presented
throughout the remainder of this thesis use natural logarithms as is the norm in eco-
nomics and finance. In each case using lay bets in addition to back bets improved the
rate of growth, though in two cases the increase was not significant. This is as expected.
The two markets with only two possible outcomes (over/under 2.5 goals and over/under
3.5 goals) are the markets with little improvement. Obviously laying one outcome is
the same as backing the other. Indeed, it is the market with the most outcomes which
shows the greatest improvement. For some intuition of why this may be the case con-
sider the following. On some occasions the modelled probability of one outcome will be
higher than that implied by the betting odds. In this case the bet will be backed. On
other occasions the modelled probability of one outcome will be lower. If no lay bets
are available the optimisation will tend to back many of the other outcomes. When
there are only one or two other outcomes this is not expensive, but as the number of
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outcomes grows it does become more expensive. When lay bets are available this is not
the case.
As these results use match results which would not have been available at the time the
bets would have been placed it is not possible to obtain these results in practice. A
model (or skill) superior to that implied by the market price would be required. Also this
example assumes that matches take place consecutively. This is far from reality. On a
Saturday afternoon nearly all of the lower division and some of the top division football
matches take place at the same time. As stated in the introduction there are techniques
to deal with this issue, but these would lower the average growth per match. We could
have picked the best match of each group of matches with overlapping times, which
might have improved growth, but at the cost of a much reduced set of data. As this
problem applies equally to all the different methods we are comparing we decided that
considering them serially is valid. However there is another reason that the results are
unrealistic. In most cases towards the end of the season wealth has grown considerably.
It would not be possible to place large enough bets, and so the growth rate would be
reduced. A further discussion of this is in Section 5.1.
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4. Further Extending Kelly for Betting
Exchanges
In the previous chapter we demonstrated the advantages of including lay bets in each
of four markets, i.e. an increased growth rate of wealth. In practice we would prefer to
combine these markets and place bets on the best combination of all possible markets.
There has been some work published in the case of independent games, such as [40]
[158], but in our case these results all relate to the same game and are not independent.
Breiman did consider such scenarios, indeed he described and proved several of their
properties, but as previously noted offered no solution. Whilst it is possible that an
analytic solution exists for some combinations of markets, it is likely to be different for
each such combination, and indeed for each sport. Here we provide a fast numerical
solution. Later in this chapter we demonstrate a further advantage of this numerical
solution by modifying it to include commission.
4.1. The general case
Whilst an analytical solution to any problem is preferred, and will usually be more ac-
curate and possibly faster than other approaches, there have been huge improvements
in numerical solutions to optimisation problems in the last 20 years. Intentionally exag-
gerating (but only slightly) Boyd and Vandenberghe [159] state “. . . if you formulate a
practical problem as a convex optimisation problem, then you have solved the original
problem.” But G, in the previous chapter, (equation Equation 3.1) is a linear combina-
tion of logs of linear functions; maximising it is a convex problem. This is also the case
with Breiman’s general equation
G =
∑
i
pi log(
∑
i∈Aj
zjoj)
Maximising G is convex and is defined on a closed bounded region and is itself bounded
above – therefore there is a solution.
With this in mind, any specific instance of Breiman’s generalisation can be solved using
standard optimisation methods such as interior point methods. This is exciting because
it allows us to correctly select the size of bets when there are multiple markets on
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one match: one betting exchange, for example, has over 40 markets on each English
Premiership football match. We used the open source Ipopt [160] as our interior point
solver throughout this thesis.
One method to facilitate this is to introduce a matrix M, for each game, defined so that
mij = 1 if event (bet) j is considered to be a win if outcome i occurs, or 0 otherwise. It
is convenient to invest all money at each stage rather than having to treat the fraction
not wagered, b, separately. As suggested by Breiman, in order to fully invest all money
at each stage, we consider an event which wins with all outcomes and with have odds of
1.0 (i.e. it always wins and pays back the stake). So for M we set the first column such
that o1 = 1 and each element of the first column is 1. If pi is the probability of outcome
i, and oj the odds available on event j, we need to find zj , the fraction of wealth to be
wagered on event j which maximise G where,
G =
∑
i
pi log(
∑
j
mijzjoj).
Some of the events j may be lay bets which have had their odds converted to back bets.
To illustrate this we will consider two examples, the first of which is very simple, followed
by a slightly more realistic example. Consider a race with four possible winners. In
figure 4.1 these are labelled Horses A,B,C and D. Of course this need not be a horse
race, but any race with four entrants and one possible winner. Each row of M represents
a possible outcome, the first is Horse A winning, and so on. Each column represents a
different possible event, or bet. The first column is special as it represents the set of
all possible outcomes and the optimisation will have odds of 1.0 assigned to it. Bets on
this event always win, but win nothing. The next four columns are back bets on each of
the horses, and the last four columns are lay bets on the respective horses. The column
representing a lay bet is the complement of its respective back bet – betting that Horse
A will not win is the same as betting that Horse B, Horse C or Horse D will win.
The previous example is straightforward, in fact we can solve it without resorting to
numerical methods (although when we introduce commission in Section 4.5 we will
use this method even for a single market). As previously stated there are many bets
available on the biggest football matches, a few include: Match Odds (betting on the
winner); Correct Score (betting on the final score); Over/Under 2.5 (betting if the total
number of goals is 0, 1 or 2, or otherwise);To Score (betting if a named player will score
a goal); Corners Match Bet (betting which team will have the most corners). Which
markets will be combined will depend upon the sophistication of the available model.
One class of football model discussed in Section 2.2.3 is that which models the final
score. Match Odds bets, Correct Score and Over/Under bets are all determinable using
the final score. These three are included in the next example. For a list of common
football bets on betting exchanges see Appendix B.
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Figure 4.1.: Matrix for four horse race.
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LAY BACK BACKLAY
MATCH ODDS
UNDER 2.5
CORRECT SCORE....
Figure 4.2.: Excerpt of matrix for football bets. The first column is for cash, the next
six are for Match Odds bets (3 back and 3 lay), the following four are for
Under/Over 2.5 goals, followed by the first few back bets of Correct Score.
In figure 4.2, as in the previous example, the rows represent outcomes and the columns
events (or bets). As with Section 3.1 any lay odds included in the numerical problem
would have to be converted into equivalent back odds. The first column again represents
the fraction of wealth retained (i.e. not staked). The next three columns are back bets
on the match odds markets, home win, draw, and away win respectively. The next
three columns are the respective lay bets. Following those are four columns for the
Over/Under 2.5 Goals. As with all markets with only two events it is easy to see that
laying the second is the same as backing the first. Finally, we can see the first few
columns of the Correct Score market, the rest being truncated. Also truncated are
many of the rows. In theory we would have a very large number of rows to cover all
possible scores. It is not immediately clear what is the maximum number of goals in
a game, but it would be large. Fortunately scores of ten and above are very rare (no
occurrence in the top four divisions of English league football in the last ten years);
therefore, it is usual to create a few outcomes which include all those not otherwise
specified.
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Parity Back Odds Lay Odds
Odd 1.85 1.97
Even 2.07 2.2
Table 4.1.: The odds available on the parity of the roll of a fair die to an imaginary
tribe.
Die Back Back Lay Lay Wealth
Roll Stake Odds Odds Stake Relative
1 5.50 5.70 0.00335 0.95002
2 5.99 6.20 1.02307
3 0.00241 5.90 6.10 0.98333
4 0.00681 6.40 6.60 1.06666
5 5.80 6.00 0.96911
6 5.90 6.10 0.00105 1.01667
Odd 1.85 1.97
Even 0.02607 2.07 2.20
Table 4.2.: The staking required by our generalised Kelly for two markets, and the
capital multiplier for each outcome of the fair die. The wealth relative is the
factor by which wealth changes for that outcome and includes the Odd/Even
bets.
4.2. Simple Example (Part II)
Recall the explorer and the tribe from Section 3.2. She notices that another bookmaker
offers odds on the parity (odd or even) of the roll of the die, see Table 4.1. As 1 is such an
auspicious number tribe members tend to prefer to back odd rolls. To ensure a balanced
book the bookmaker has to offer very favourable odds on the even roll. Fortunately she
has her laptop and therefore can incorporate these odds into her calculation. On a 2009
desktop1 this calculation takes about 130ms and, therefore, will not significantly impact
the explorer’s battery. For these combined markets G = 1.313× 10−3. (The new parity
market on its own would have required a fraction of 0.03271 to back Even and would
have afforded a growth rate G = 8.254 × 10−4 – the combination is better than either
on its own.)
4.3. Football Example
Table 4.3 shows the results of following this procedure with the examples and data from
Section 3.3. Again, this staking is based on an initial wealth of £500; the available
size in the market is once again not considered. The combination is a considerable
improvement over any single market on its own. We should emphasise that the risk
1Core 2 Duo CPU @ 3.00GHz, 8GB RAM, Ubuntu 12.04, running the Ipopt Java interface through
Eclipse
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Back Only Back and Lay
Final Wealth Growth Final Wealth Growth
Market (£) Rate (£) Rate
Match Odds 200 493.70 0.0182 272 723.19 0.0191
Ov/Und 2.5 752 391.57 0.0222 848 074.35 0.0225
Ov/Und 3.5 14 366.95 0.0102 15 513.55 0.0104
Combined 39 097 529.28 0.0341 47 422 608.99 0.0347
Table 4.3.: Three results repeated from Table 3.6 with the new result of combining all
three. As before, the data consists of 330 English Premiership matches from
the 2009/10 season (see Table 3.5). Test assumes an initial wealth of £500
and is allowed to grow. In this example the bets are unrestricted in size; this
will be considered later, in Section 5.1. The probabilities are calculated by
fitting the entire season to Maher’s model.
taken on the combination is the same as that taken on any one of the single markets.
The next section will explain why at this stage we do not show the results of combining
all four markets.
4.4. Ignoring Commission
Table 4.4 has the details of a seemingly good set of bets, except that when commission
is correctly taken into account this set is actually very poor. The key problem is that
commission on betting exchanges, such as Betfair, is accounted for on a per market basis,
rather than a per match basis. When betting on multiple markets simultaneously this
might leave the better exposed should some outcomes yield large profits in some markets
and large losses in another. This is particularly true when there is a backwardation across
markets. We use backwardation to mean that excluding commission it is possible to
place bets in several markets such that a profit is guaranteed. This is the situation
found here. In essence the bets are betting that there will be more than 2.5 goals in
the Over/Under market, whilst betting that there will be fewer than 2.5 in the Correct
Score and Match Odds markets. Backwardations small enough not to be tradable once
commission is included are surprisingly common. There are over 20 in the 330 matches
considered in this thesis.
The score in this particular match was 1 - 0. The gross winnings for this result of the bets
in Table 4.4 total £52.27. However this small profit consists of a large loss (£2024.34)
in one market and a slightly larger profit (£2076.61) in the other markets. Commission
of 5% on any profitable market reduces the previous profit to a loss of £51.86. The
Kelly method maximised the expected log, but if we examine the expected result of
this one bet we will see that the result actually obtained is typical. The expected profit
(without considering commission) is £20.91, once commission is included the expected
profit reduces to a loss of £72.33.
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In Section 4.5 we propose a solution to this problem. Following this method the payout
(after deducting commission) would have been £30.70, and the expected return would
have been £7.44. The bets produced by this method are shown in Table 4.5.
4.5. Commission
As previously stated betting exchanges are peer to peer, charging commission unlike
bookmakers who adjust their prices to make a profit. In the previous examples the
fractions to be wagered ignored commission, although the accounting of profits and
losses in the tables did include commission at 5%. One obvious consequence of this is
that the strategies above were all slightly over-betting. As the actual returns would
have been lower than those implied by the odds used, the required fractions should have
been slightly lower. Initially, we decided that this could be corrected by reducing the
stake by a small amount and need not be of great concern. Only after discovering the
bet in Section 4.4 did we realise that was not acceptable.
The principal issue is not the size of the commission, but that it is paid on each market.
Generally, it is not possible to offset losses in one market against profits on other markets
relating to the same match. The match underlying the bets in Table 4.4 ended 1 - 0.
The total gross profit was £50, but this concealed a gain of over £2 000 in one market
and a similar sized loss in another market. The commission on this profit is over £100,
or double the anticipated profit. Fortunately with the numerical version of our new
methods we are able to adjust the problem. This adjusted problem has a profit of over
£30.
The intuition behind what is occurring in Section 4.4 is that the system thinks it has
found a backwardation. It attempts to back all the low scores in the Correct Score
market, whilst simultaneously backing Over 2.5 Goals in the Over Under 2.5 market.
But as commission is charged on the profit of each market the backwardation does not
really exist. We need to modify our objective function to take account of commission.
As stated in Section 2.3 we are using the Ipopt optimisation library. This is a fast, large
scale interior point solver written in C++, with several interfaces including Matlab,
Java, AMPL, and R. One condition is that the objective function (and any constraints)
need to be twice differentiable. But commission is not a smooth function, being C% of
any profit and 0% of any loss. Whilst there are other methods for such problems we
decided to use a standard approximation to the Heaviside function.
As before we are trying to maximise G where
G =
∑
i
pi log(
∑
j
mijzjoj)
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We now introduce our commission function C(x) with commission rate C
C(x) =
{
x(1− C) if x ≥ 0
x if x < 0
so if H(x) is the unit step Heaviside function
C(x) = x− CH(x)
We choose to approximate H by H∗ where
H∗(x) =
1
1 + e−2kx
and k is a constant which determines the closeness of the approximation when x is close
to zero. Introducing a new matrix N where nlj = 1 if bet j is in market l and nlj = 0
otherwise. We can now rewrite G as
G =
∑
i
pi log(
∑
j
mijzjoj − C
∑
l
H∗(
∑
j
nljmijzjoj)).
By introducing this approximation we have sacrificed convexity. The status quo was,
however, not acceptable. When trying to maximise all four markets in the previous sec-
tion, on 64 occasions (out of 330) a match with a positive expected return was changed
to one with a negative expected return. Whilst we are not maximising the expected
return, a positive expected return, or alternatively a favourable bet is a minimum re-
quirement. More work needs to be done to see if the second order sufficient conditions
are being met.
The results seen in Table 4.6 show a small improvement in growth rate for three of
the individual markets, and a small reduction for the fourth. However, significantly we
are able to combine all four markets together. For comparison we also re-calculate a
combination of three markets and this, too, is improved.
4.6. Simple Example (Part III)
Consider again our gambling explorer. Imagine instead of finding two bookmakers she
found a betting market place (presumably open outcry rather than electronic). This
betting market charges each member a commission of 5% on the net winnings of each
market, and nothing on a losing market. The odds for the rolled number are unchanged
from Table 3.1, but the gross odds for the parity market have improved. They are
visible in Table 4.7.
Not yet having incorporated the results from Section 4.5 into her solver, the explorer
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decides to ignore commission, thinking that if she reduces her bets slightly she should
be safe. Table 4.8 shows the results. The explorer’s entire wealth is staked. However,
not much is actually at risk as about half of her wealth is staked on the even numbers
in the parity market, whilst about half is staked on the odd numbers in the die roll
market. Growth is much higher than before at G = 2.857× 10−3, ignoring commission.
When we include commission, however, we can see the problem. Whichever number is
chosen in the roll the betting above produces a large win in one of the two markets and
a loss in the other. As commission has to be paid on the win in each case, but with no
account taken of the loss this is a poor bet. Table 4.9 shows the new wealth relatives,
the multiple by which wealth changes on each roll, adjusted for commission. Ignoring
commission has turned an expected gain into an expected loss.
Fortunately, our explorer is aware of the problem commission causes when some markets
have large wins and other markets have large losses; therefore, she decides to implement
the techniques from Chapter 3. Table 4.10 shows the results. You will recall that we
have added a commission on all winning bets but we only improved the odds on one of
the markets; we are not surprised that the growth rate is not as high as in the bookmaker
example, being G = 3.862× 10−4.
4.7. Constraint Choices
Kelly, considering a disjoint set of back bets, had a simple constraint; the sum of all
stakes plus cash retained should be one. This would be the correct constraint today in
a similar situation. As explained in Section 3.1, once we are considering overlapping
bets (such as lay bets) the position is not as simple. Two lay bets in one market cannot
both lose. The cash required to place a collection of bets on a betting exchange is set
to be equal to the worst possible loss on that market. Placing two lay bets at the same
odds in one market requires less money than placing either one on its own, but only if
both are placed with the same exchange.
Kelly could have placed his bets with any bookmaker. He could move around the track
to find the best odds for each horse and use those odds for his calculation. If we do so
with lay bets, not only will we not benefit from the cash offsetting described above, but
we might pay a higher rate of commission. If one of the lay bets loses and the other
wins we will pay commission on the gross winnings, not the net winnings which would
be the case if both were with the same exchange.
Correcting the second of these problems is straightforward. We can modify M and N to
include markets from multiple exchanges as though they are different markets. The rele-
vant columns in M will be the same, but there will be no commission netting. Similarly,
bookmakers’ prices with no commission could be included with the commission rate set
to zero. At the outset of this thesis most of the volume of betting was concentrated in
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one exchange, Betfair [161]. Now another is starting to increase volumes traded. More
detailed work is required on the impact of splitting betting between multiple exchanges.
The remainder of this thesis assumes that all bets are placed on the same exchange.
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Type of Bet Outcome Bet Size Odds
Correct score (0 - 0) BACK £172.11 22.00
Correct score (0 - 1) BACK £43.39 55.00
Correct score (0 - 2) BACK £12.06 180.00
Correct score (0 - 3) LAY £1.94 800.00
Correct score (1 - 0) BACK £421.82 7.60
Correct score (1 - 1) BACK £231.09 15.50
Correct score (1 - 2) LAY £13.79 90.00
Correct score (1 - 3) LAY £2.47 550.00
Correct score (2 - 0) BACK £514.93 6.20
Correct score (2 - 1) LAY £37.20 12.00
Correct score (2 - 3) LAY £3.44 410.00
Correct score (3 - 0) LAY £39.08 8.20
Correct score (3 - 1) LAY £34.08 14.00
Correct score (3 - 2) LAY £9.92 55.00
Correct score (3 - 3) LAY £0.81 250.00
Correct score (Any Unquoted) LAY £97.93 4.20
Match odds (Birmingham) BACK £39.03 25.00
Match odds (The Draw) LAY £64.55 7.20
Over/Under 2.5 (Over 2.5) BACK £2024.34 1.75
Table 4.4.: Output of naive optimiser, which ignored commission. The match is Manch-
ester United vs Birmingham City on 16th August 2009.
Type of Bet Outcome Bet direction Size Odds
Correct score (0 - 0) BACK £8.15 22.00
Correct score (0 - 1) BACK £2.00 55.00
Correct score (1 - 0) BACK £4.22 7.60
Correct score (2 - 0) BACK £3.02 6.20
Correct score (2 - 1) LAY £4.37 12.00
Correct score (3 - 0) BACK £4.33 8.00
Correct score (3 - 1) LAY £5.96 14.00
Correct score (3 - 2) LAY £2.78 55.00
Correct score (Any Unquoted) LAY £5.89 4.20
Match odds (Birmingham City) BACK £3.79 25.00
Match odds (The Draw) LAY £3.95 7.20
Table 4.5.: Output of commission adjusted optimiser. Bets are significantly smaller than
in Table 4.4. The match is Manchester United vs Birmingham City on 16th
August 2009.
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Back Only Back and Lay
Final Wealth G’th Final Wealth G’th
Market (£) Rate (£) Rate
Match Odds 272 723.19 0.0191 322 369.27 0.0196
Correct Score 441 067 600.55 0.0415 753 151 809.35 0.0431
Ov/Und 2.5 848 074.35 0.0225 722 352.72 0.0220
Ov/Und 3.5 15 513.55 0.0104 22 145.13 0.0115
Combined 3 47 422 608.99 0.0347 65 313 782.08 0.0357
Combined 4 - - 4 341 762 884.14 0.0484
Table 4.6.: A comparison of the results from Table 4.3 with the results using the com-
mission adjusted objective function. In both cases, when calculating the
wealth, commission is accounted for. Back and lay bets are placed. Com-
bined 4 indicates all four markets combined together, combined 3 excludes
correct score. Data as before.
Parity Back Odds Lay Odds
Odd 1.88 1.94
Even 2.1 2.17
Table 4.7.: The exchange odds available on the parity of the roll of a fair die to an
imaginary tribe.
Die Back Back Lay Lay Wealth
Roll Stake Odds Odds Stake Relative
1 0.06110 5.50 5.70 0.91699
2 5.99 6.20 0.09147 1.03369
3 0.06826 5.90 6.10 0.98367
4 6.40 6.60 0.07582 1.10039
5 0.06657 5.80 6.00 0.96705
6 5.90 6.10 0.09523 1.01990
Odd 1.88 1.94
Even 0.48565 2.10 2.17
Table 4.8.: The staking required by the generalised Kelly for two markets and the capital
multiplier for each outcome of the fair die, when commission is ignored.
Die Wealth
Roll Relative
1 0.91699 0.89686
2 1.03369 1.00698
3 0.98367 0.96021
4 1.10039 1.07368
5 0.96705 0.94441
6 1.01990 0.99319
Table 4.9.: A comparison of the wealth relatives of bets calculated without taking ac-
count of commission, and the wealth relatives when commission is taken into
account.
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Die Back Back Lay Lay Wealth
Roll Stake Odds Odds Stake Relative
1 5.50 5.70 0.00258 0.96870
2 5.99 6.20 1.01719
3 5.90 6.10 0.98341
4 0.00265 6.40 6.60 1.03331
5 5.80 6.00 0.98341
6 5.90 6.10 1.01719
Odd 1.88 1.94
Even 0.01652 2.10 2.17
Table 4.10.: The staking required by the generalised Kelly for two markets bets and
the capital multiplier for each outcome of the fair die, when commission
is included in the optimisation. The wealth relatives have had commission
deducted.
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5. Analysing Kelly’s Assumptions
When we compare the mean bet size available (Table 3.5) with bet sizes needed to
produce the final wealth seen in Table 4.6 it is clear that the total wealth obtained is
unrealistic. Even if we found a suitable model which gave good results it would not
have been possible to place bets of the required size in many of the previous examples.
In this chapter we examine the impact on the growth of wealth when using bet sizes
available on Betfair. We also discuss another of Kelly’s assumptions, namely that wealth
is infinitesimally divisible. We investigate the probability that the Kelly Criterion fails,
because the desired bet is lower than the minimum bet size.
5.1. Maximum Effective Bet Size
Account must be taken of the size of bets available in the exchange. Further developing
our numerical solution we added a constraint that no bet may be larger than the size
available in the market at that time. A summary of the results are given in Table 5.1.
The results indeed show a much lower terminal wealth. The lowest result is that of
Over/Under 2.5 goals. This too is unsurprising as we can see in Table 3.5 Over/Under 2.5
goals had much lower average size than Match Odds or Correct Score. One further point
to note is that as the available size is restricted, the number of bets placed increases.
For example, the combined 4 strategy from Table 4.6 involved 5 714 bets, whereas the
similar strategy in Table 5.1 involved 7 143 bets. The maximum possible would be 7
920. When size becomes a constraint previously less attractive bets are placed as they
Back Only Back and Lay
Final Wealth Growth Final Wealth Growth
Market (£) Rate (£) Rate
Match Odds 52 810.03 0.0141 87 627.02 0.0157
Correct score 118 051.10 0.0166 208 876.48 0.0183
Ov/Und 2.5 5 546.54 0.0073 15 963.97 0.0105
Combined 3 - - 313 510.71 0.0195
Combined 4 - - 546 655.60 0.0212
Table 5.1.: Results from using constrained sizes: otherwise as Table 4.6. The fraction
staked at each stage is restricted to that available at the time. A substantial
fall in terminal wealth and growth rates is seen.
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Figure 5.1.: Match odds market. When wealth goes above £10 000 market size appears
to be an impediment to growth.
are available, once the maximum use is made of the best bets.
Figures 5.1, 5.2, & 5.3 are graphs of wealth against time for both the unconstrained and
constrained (by market size) methods for match odds, correct score and Over/Under 2.5
goals respectively. These agree with the data in the table in that the greatest difference
is encountered in the Over/Under 2.5 goals market. Figure 5.4 shows wealth for all
four markets in the constrained and unconstrained cases. Overall the graphs suggest
that wealth approaching £100,000 is the point at which market size becomes an issue
when combining all markets. In practice this value might be higher. The data used was
collected at 10:00 on the day of the match. There is evidence that liquidity increases
towards the start of an event. Examining the data we collected confirms this – the
mean size available to back in the hour before the match starts is just over £16,000.
We captured the best back and the best lay price. The API provides, in addition, the
second and third best of each. These could be added to the numerical optimisation
with ease, as could prices from other exchanges or bookmakers. This should more than
double the available size. Further work, or greater experience, would be needed to see
if such a strategy was optimal, or whether it may be better to place bets at the best
price now and then wait a while and then place more. We discuss placing bets after
having already placed bets, in Section 6.1, but we think it unlikely that we could know
the impact of placing large bets without doing so and measuring it. It does not imagine
that anyone will do so in the near future and publish the results.
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Figure 5.2.: Correct score market. When wealth goes above £50 000 market size appears
to be an impediment to growth.
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Figure 5.3.: Over under 2.5 goals market has lower volumes than the previous two.
When wealth goes above £2 000 market size appears to be an impediment
to growth.
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Figure 5.4.: All 4 markets combined. When wealth goes above £30 000 market size
appears to be an impediment to growth.
5.2. Probability of Large Losses
Having examined the impact on the growth rate of the maximum bet size, above, in
Section 5.3 we will turn our attention to the minimum bet size. One occasion when the
minimum bet size will have an impact is the situation following substantial losses, in
particular losses so great that the next required bet is below the minimum bet size. To
aid with the analysis of that we shall first study the probability of large losses.
5.2.1. Kelly Cannot Go ’Bust’, but ...
With the assumption of the infinitesimal division of money, and an investment with
exponential growth, then eventually the Kelly Criterion will get ahead of any essentially
different strategy [10]. There is no possibility of going bust, as no matter how much one
loses there is always a tiny fraction available to remain in the game. We examine this
in more detail below; here we consider if we are happy with possibly very large losses
along the way. In this section we will define going bust as losing a very large fraction
of the initial wealth, perhaps 90%, or 99%, typically the former. In each case we will
define the probability of this loss.
We need a method of calculating the probability of wealth V at any stage being lower
than ψV0, where V0 is the initial wealth and ψ is the fraction of that initial wealth
below which we consider losses too great. This problem looks somewhat similar to
a random walk. However, we have not been able to fit our problem into standard
random walk solutions. The issue we need to resolve is the drift of wealth higher with
the expected gain. After every win wealth increases by more than it loses during the
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equivalent number of losses. We expect that a better solution to the one below exists.
This solution has poor convergence in some cases and the computational time needed
to calculate each successive term increases as the terms get larger.
We consider Pk, the probability of wealth falling below ψV0 after precisely k wins. If p
is the probability of a win, o is the odds available on that favourable (o × p > 1) bet,
and if f is the optimal fraction of wealth staked on this bet given by,
f = p− 1− p
o− 1
then the wealth factor for a win Wwin is 1 + (o − 1)f and the wealth factor for a loss
Wloss is 1−f . If wealth is to have fallen to ψ after k wins there must be Lk losses where
Lk is the smallest integer such that
W kwin.W
Lk
loss < ψ , or
Lk =
⌈
log(ψ)− k log(Wwin)
log(Wloss)
⌉
. (5.1)
So Pk is given by
Pk = Nkp
k(1− p)Lk ,
where Nk is the number of permutations of k wins and Lk losses. Naively one might
consider Nk =
(
k+Lk
k
)
, but this is too large; it includes permutations which would result
in the loss before the final win. For example, to be considered bust without a single win
may take 67 consecutive losses, with a single win perhaps 70 losses are required, in such
a case N1 must exclude all combinations which have that win in the final 3 positions
(as the player would already be considered bust). This leads to
Nk =
(
k + Lk
k
)
−
n−1∑
i=0
Ni
(
Lk − Li + k − i
k − i
)
.
Hence the probability, pψ, of capital falling below ψ is given by
pψ =
∞∑
k=0
Nkp
k(1− p)Lk . (5.2)
5.2.2. Probability of Substantial loss: Illustrative Examples
Figure 5.5 shows some examples of the probability, pψ of a 90% loss for various values
of the probability of winning a bet, p and the expected value of that bet, p × o. It
is clear that in these cases as p increases the probability of substantial loss decreases,
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Figure 5.5.: A graph of probability of substantial loss versus expected value of the bet
being wagered for different bets with different probabilities of winning. In
each case, as the expected value increases the probability of large loss de-
creases. When more favourable bets are won a greater number of losing
bets will be required to bring about a substantial loss.
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Figure 5.6.: A graph of probability of substantial loss versus the underlying bet prob-
ability for different expected values. In each case, as the bet probability
increases the probability of large loss decreases. When more favourable bets
are won a greater number of losing bets will be required to bring about a
substantial loss.
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Figure 5.7.: A graph of probability of substantial loss, pψ, versus both expected value
and probability of winning the bet being wagered.
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Figure 5.8.: A graph of the number of iterations used to calculate the probability of
substantial loss versus expected value and the probability of the bet being
wagered. In each case, as the expected value increases the probability of
large loss decreases. When more favourable bets are won a greater number
of losing bets will be required to bring about a substantial loss.
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pψ ψ
0.25 0.232
0.10 0.0933
0.01 0.00932
Table 5.2.: The probability, pψ, of wealth falling below a fraction, ψ, of initial wealth
appears to be close to ψ, at least for the moderate values of p and o chosen
here (p = 0.5, o× p = 1.2).
and, similarly, as o × p increases then pψ falls. What is striking is that many of these
results are just below 10% and we chose psi = 0.1. Table 5.2 suggests that this result
might not be a coincidence. It shows values of pψ for various values of ψ, with p = 0.5,
and o× p = 1.2. Figure 5.6 shows the same data as shown in Figure 5.5, but this time
arranged as pψ versus p for various values of expected value. Again pψ is the probability
of a 90% loss of wealth. As before we can see that as p increases the probability of
substantial loss decreases, but now it is obvious that this relationship is not linear.
Figure 5.7 combines the other two graphs into one (but note for ease of viewing the
o× p axis has been reversed.
The results above suggest that there might be a simpler form for pψ than Equation 5.2.
Whilst we have found several approximations which work well for p < 0.8 and 1.1 <
p× o < 1.5 this range is too restrictive to be of much use. Common bets in this thesis
involve laying events. As these might have probabilities below 0.1 then the probability
of winning a lay bet is over 0.9. Similarly, Thorp [11] states that the expected value of an
optimally played game of Blackjack (in 1969 without card counting) is about 1.001 per
hand. It is when the expected value is close to 1 that we are in need of an alternative.
5.2.3. Probability of Substantial loss: Convergence
When p is large, and when o × p  1 Equation 5.2 converges reasonably quickly, but
as p approaches 0, or o × p approaches 1 the number of iterations required for a given
precision increases markedly. Not only does the number of iterations need to increase as
p reduces, but each iteration increases in execution time. For example if we fix ψ = 0.01,
and o × p = 1.1, then calculating pψ for p = 0.5 needs 2853 iterations and takes 23
seconds, making only one change to p = 0.01 doubles the required number of iterations
to 5735, but the time taken increases to over 7 hours. (This is not as fair a comparison
as it could be: smaller values of the binomial coefficient are cached, but the machine
used does not contain enough memory to cache all values. The speed gain will improve
shorter runs disproportionately.) As p decreases the optimal fraction also decreases, so
many more losses are needed to reduce wealth below ψ. Further compounding this is
that the odds must have increased (as o× p > 1) and so each win requires many more
losses. For example if p = 13 then when k = 5000 Lk = L5000 ≈ 10 050. When p = 110 ,
however, if k = 5000 then Lk ≈ 55 000. As the binomial coefficient looks like
(
k+Lk
k
)
it
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is easy to see the increased calculation time. Figure 5.8 graphs the number of iterations
used to calculate the data in the previous subsection.
When calculating the values above we needed to decide where it was safe to terminate
the series. Table 5.3 gives some intuition for one particular case. In that case the
additional value of pψ provided by each iteration falls by a factor of 10 every 480 or so
iterations. If this is true in general then we should be able to calculate pψ with arbitrary
precision, by choosing appropriate kmax.
The lead term in Equation 5.2 is the Binomial Distribution,
Pr(X = k) =
(
n
k
)
pk(1− p)n−k,
but as n increases, by Central Limit Theorem, this tends towards the Normal Distribu-
tion,
Pr(X = k) =
1
σ
√
2pi
exp−
1
2
( k−µ
σ
)2 , (5.3)
where µ = np, and σ2 = np(p − 1). In this case n = k + Lk, where Lk is given by
Equation 5.1. In the Normal approximation we no longer need Lk to be an integer so
we can rewrite Equation 5.1 as Lk = a+ k.b, where a =
log(ψ)
log(Wloss)
, and b = − log(Wwin)log(Wloss) .
Substituting these into Equation 5.3 we get
Pr(X = k) ≈ 1√
2pip(1− p)(a+ kb+ k) exp
− 1
2
(
k−p(a+kb+k)√
(a+kb+k)p(1−p) )
2
, rearranging
≈ 1√
2pip(1− p)(a+ kb+ k) exp
− 1
2
(k(1−p−pb)−pa)2
p(1−p)(k(b+1)+a) .
We are considering large values of k. p, a, and b are constant, and b is positive so
eventually 1√
2pip(1−p)(a+kb+k) will reduce below 1 and be decreasing. Providing
|k(1− p− pb)|  pa, then
Pr(X = k) < exp
− 1
2
k
(1−p−pb)2
p(1−p)(b+1) .
For the data in Table 5.3 using the above equation we would expect the value to reduce
by a factor of 10 every 542 iterations, which fits well with the observation.
The termination criteria that we use are based on these results. The program continues
to iterate until:-
• n = (k + Lk) is bigger than both 10p , and 101−p this ensures that the normal ap-
proximation is valid;
• k > 4× | pa1−p−pb |, with the 4 being rather arbitrary; and
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Scale k Difference
10−7 1217
444
10−8 1661
461
10−9 2122
474
10−10 2596
478
10−11 3074
486
10−12 3560
470
10−13 4030
520
10−14 4550
500
10−15 5050
490
10−16 5540
530
10−17 6070
490
10−18 6560
500
10−19 7060
Table 5.3.: Table showing the decline of the incremental value of each iteration of Equa-
tion 5.2, where p = 13 , and o = 3.5. The iteration number is the last time that
scale is exceeded so, for example, all iterations with k > 1217 are smaller
than 10−7. This suggests that for large enough k the series becomes roughly
geometric, dividing by 10 every 500 iterations.
• given a desired precision ,the value of the kth iteration itk and the cumulative
value of pψk are such thatpψk > itk.2
p(1−p)(b+1)
(1−p−pb)2 .
It is possible that a more accurate or faster method would be needed by other re-
searchers, and this is discussed in Further Research (Section 8.3). However, we needed
this result to investigate the problem of the minimum bet size and the results above are
adequate for our needs.
5.3. Minimum Bet Size
One of the fundamental assumptions that Kelly made is that money is infinitesimally
divisible. Breiman also relied on this in his work on optimality. If it is always possible
to place a bet, no matter how small then one can carry on following the Kelly Criterion
and eventually the exponential growth will increase wealth substantially. However, it
would be very surprising if you were able to place a bet, in the UK, below £0.01, and
in many cases the minimum would be £1. On Betfair the minimum bet is £2, and that
is the minimum we shall use for the rest of this section.
We shall consider three different cases when the minimum bet might be a problem.
If the only bet, or the largest bet of several, is less than the minimum bet size, we
shall examine what happens if we round up to the minimum. We will also examine
the situation when the main bet is larger than the minimum, but an additional bet
is required that is below the minimum. After that we shall build on the work of the
previous section and examine initial losses, reducing wealth so much that a bet is no
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Figure 5.9.: A graph of the minimum wealth (£) needed to be able to place a bet of
£2 at the given odds and probability. The minimum probability plotted is
0.001, and the minimum expected value is 1.001.
longer possible.
5.3.1. Minimum Bet Size: Primary
Figure 5.9 shows the required wealth needed so that the first bet placed is larger than
the minimum bet, for different probabilities and expected values. As the probability
gets close to zero, or the expected value close to one the wealth required increases.
There are three causes of the required fraction being lower than the minimum bet: the
available wealth might be low, such that even a very desirable bet with a high fraction
equates to a small amount of money; the probability of a bet winning might be very
low, creating a low fraction; or the expected value might be very low, again generating
a small fraction. Obviously it might be a combination of two or three of these.
Ideally, the gambler/investor would have enough money so that small bets will not arise.
Failing that what should one do? If the strategy is such that the probabilities and odds
vary (perhaps betting on modelled football predictions, sometimes backing the home
team with p over 0.5 and sometimes backing a weak away team with p ≈ 0.15) then
maybe the best strategy is to wait, and only place those bets naturally greater than
the minimum bet. In time, wealth will grow and a higher proportion of bets will be
included. If the nature of the underlying game is such that the probabilities do not
change then the answer is less straightforward.
If faced with a bet below the minimum size and little chance that the next will be higher
the obvious decision is whether or not to round up. If the requested bet is £1.99 and
the minimum is £2, rounding up might seem like an obvious choice, but what if the
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Figure 5.10.: A graph of the probability that wealth will increase sufficiently so that
the Kelly bet is no longer below the minimum bet before the strategy
goes bust. Starting wealth is £100, and p = 12 . There are two possible
definitions of bust here. One is that it is no longer possible to place any
bet, i.e. wealth has fallen below the minimum bet, and the other is that
the required bet is less than half the minimum bet.
bet should be £1.01? Breiman [10] tells us that we should never bet more than the
Kelly fraction, but if we bet twice the Kelly fraction we would expect, eventually, to
go bust. In our case we are not doing this until our wealth has increased enough so
that the minimum bet size no longer has an impact. Obviously our starting point is
important. Figure 5.10 shows probabilities generated by a simulation in which success
is the growth of wealth so that the desired fraction is the minimum bet. The simulation
was performed twice, on the first occasion failure was wealth falling so far that the
desired bet was less than half the minimum bet, and the second time failure was wealth
dropping below the minimum bet.
The success probability is not very sensitive to any of the other parameters. Figure 5.11
shows this for a range of bet probabilities and values of starting wealth. We have fixed
the size of the Kelly bet; if we have a large wealth then the expected gain on each
bet must be small. If wealth is greater than £100 then the probability of a round up
strategy being successful depends only open how much of a round up is needed. The
gambler will need to decide if he is happy to do so.
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Figure 5.11.: A graph of the probability that wealth will increase sufficiently so that the
Kelly bet is no longer below the minimum bet before the strategy goes
bust. When starting wealth is larger than £200, and for most values of p
this value is reasonably stable.
5.3.2. Minimum Bet Size: Secondary
When testing the code used to produce the examples in Chapter 4 we detected an error.
The performance was more volatile than predicted. The prediction used the bets as
fitted by our algorithm, but the simulation, correctly, used bets that were rounded to
£2 or greater. This was somewhat unexpected as we had chosen a wealth great enough
that the bets would be greater £2. What had happened was that, although some of the
bets were greater than £2, many smaller bets were not. Increasing the wealth further
increased these above £2, but also increased some other bets.
Here we consider a simpler situation. Having fitted our model we have a bet which is
at least £2; we refer to this as the primary bet. The model also has another bet of size
£1 which we refer to as the secondary bet. In this section we compare the impact on
growth and volatility caused by not being able to make the secondary bet.
For example, consider an investor with wealth £10 000, examining a market which has
one outcome with a probability of 0.1 winning and odds available of 10.09, and another
outcome with probability of 0.01 and odds of 100.9. None of the other outcomes has
useful odds. Following Kelly the investor would like to place a £10 bet on the first
outcome and a £1 bet on the second outcome. This would give a growth rate of
1.20 × 10−3. Unfortunately in this example, as is the case with Betfair, the minimum
bet is £2. The investor cannot place the second bet, having to settle for a lower rate of
growth, of 1.10 × 10−3. Not only is the growth rate lower, but the risk is higher. The
standard deviation of the return in the first case is £2.46 and higher (more risky) in the
second at £2.58.
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Figure 5.12.: A graph of the ratio of two growth rates in one case the smaller bet is
ignored, in the other it is included. The ratio is calculated for different
bets of differing probabilities, in each case the wealth is £10 000, the
primary bet size is £10, and the smaller bet size is £1. A few of the points
on the graph are not possible (when the sum of the probabilities is greater
than one and have been filled using the nearest value.
Figure 5.12 extends the above example. In all cases the primary bet is still £10, but
different probabilities are considered. It can be seen that as the primary bet becomes
less likely, and as the secondary bet increases in probability then the ratio of growth
rate decreases further. A lower number on this graph shows the lower growth rate given
when smaller bets are excluded. In all cases the ratio of risk is independent of the
probabilities.
The much larger variation is seen when we consider different primary bet sizes. Fig-
ure 5.13 shows the change in growth and risk for different values of primary bet size.
Once the primary bet size reaches £200 the growth is reduced by less than 1% for all
probabilities.
5.3.3. Minimum Bet Size: Large Loss
In Section 5.2 we have examined the probability of a large loss. We can use the results
of that section to calculate the chance that a minimum bet will impact our strategy.
For example, if we set p = 13 and o = 3.5, then the optimal fraction of wealth to wager,
f is 115 . If we continue using a minimum bet of £2 then as long as our initial wealth is
at least £30 we can place the first bet. If it is exactly £30 and we lose that first bet then
we will not be able to continue. In this case that will happen with probability 23 , and
even if we win the first bet there is still a high chance that we lose later on. In fact the
probability that we will have to stop because the minimum bet is too large is just over
94%. If we start with an initial wealth (greater than £30) then the probability that this
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Figure 5.13.: A graph of the ratio of two growth rates and standard deviations for dif-
ferent sizes of primary bet. The growth ratio is the factor by which growth
is lower when the secondary (£1) bet is excluded. The risk impact is the
factor by which the standard deviation of return increases. In each case
the wealth is £10 000, the primary probability is 0.1, the secondary bet
probability is 0.01 and the smaller bet size is £1.
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Figure 5.14.: A graph of probability that wealth falls so much that the required bet is
below the minimum bet size by starting wealth. The minimum bet is £2,
p = 13 and odds o = 3.5.
strategy is impacted by the minimum bet size is shown in Figure 5.14. Selected values
are also shown in Table 5.4.
There is no initial wealth large enough to ensure that a gambler who is following the
Kelly Criterion may be certain that his strategy will not be impacted by a minimum
stake (betting exchange or not). Here we consider the size of initial wealth so that there
is only a small chance of a problem arising. In this section we fix the small chance at
1%. If the Blackjack table described in Section 5.2.2 had a minimum bet of £2 and if
the chance of winning each hand is 50% then a gambler would need just over £200 000,
to have 99% of not going bust. Meanwhile, a time traveller going back in time to just
before Dixon and Coles published their paper on football modelling would need about
£10 000, (assuming an average probability of 30%, and an expected value of 1.05). A
gambler finding a favourable bet with a low probability of winning, and an expected
value only slightly above 1 might do well to keep on searching for another opportunity.
5.4. Fractional Kelly
As we have shown in Section 5.2, following the Kelly Criterion can be an uncomfortable
journey. For some the volatility of the returns are too great and therefore they adopt
what is known as a fractional Kelly strategy, betting a fixed fraction of the Kelly bet.
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Starting wealth Probability strategy impacted
(£) o = 3.5 o = 3.15
32 92.4 %
35 82.5 %
90 32.3 % 94.7 %
100 29.0 % 85.1 %
500 5.81% 17.0 %
5000 0.581% 1.70%
Table 5.4.: The probability that a Kelly strategy is impacted by the minimum bet of
£2, where p = 13 , and in the first case o = 3.5 and in the second o = 3.15.
The second strategy cannot place a bet below £86.
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Figure 5.15.: A graph of probability that wealth falls so much that the required bet is
below the minimum bet size by starting wealth. The minimum bet is £2,
p = 13 . Note that the EV scale is reversed. Two bets, with expected value
1.1, have too little starting wealth and have been plotted with probability
1.
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Figure 5.16.: A graph of probability that wealth falls so much that the required bet
is below the minimum bet size by starting wealth. The minimum bet is
£2, the expected value is 3.53 , which is the same as used in Figure 5.14.
Note that the p scale is reversed. If the initial wealth is too low to place
any bets, given the minimum bet size, then a value of 1 is used for the
probability.
This can significantly reduce losses encountered on the path, whilst reducing growth,
but by an acceptable proportion. Table 5.5 gives an example for fractions of 12 , and
1
4 ,
of the bet we have been using throughout this chapter, which has odds o of 3.5 and
probability of winning of 13 .
We can see that using a fractional Kelly strategy will reduce volatility. This chapter,
however, concerns the appropriateness of the assumptions made by Kelly in general,
and in particular with regard to the minimum bet size. To be considered bust for this
bet on the full Kelly strategy wealth needs to fall below £30, whereas the wealth needs
to fall below £120 on the quarter Kelly strategy. Indeed, an investor starting with £150
would be more likely to be considered bust if he followed the quarter Kelly than the
whole – although being considered bust when he still has £120 might be less painful to
him. Increasing his starting wealth to £170 changes this, and with a starting wealth of
£500, the chance of being unable to place the next bet falls below one in ten thousand.
Table 5.6 has details for a range of initial wealth. When considering Figure 5.7, but
with data calculated using a 14 fractional strategy, all of the probabilities were below
10−6.
As discussed above some gamblers and investors explicitly follow a fractional Kelly
strategy. In addition to reducing volatility this strategy also provides some limited
protection if probabilities or returns are incorrectly estimated. Without providing any
evidence I claim that most people do so without thinking. Kelly asks us to bet a fraction
of our entire wealth (if we follow Bernoulli that would include the net present value of
future excess earnings). Most people allocate a fraction of their wealth to a particular
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Fraction Growth (×10−3)
1.0 5.39
0.5 4.08
0.25 2.40
Table 5.5.: The logarithmic growth rates using fractional Kelly staking, where p = 13
and o = 3.5.
Fraction Growth Initial wealth
(×10−3) £150 £170 £500 £1000
1.0 5.39 2.08× 10−1 1.95× 10−1 6.27× 10−2 3.13× 10−2
0.5 4.08 7.95× 10−2 6.58× 10−2 2.28× 10−3 2.96× 10−4
0.25 2.40 3.40× 10−1 2.18× 10−1 8.95× 10−5 7.78× 10−7
0.1 1.05 2.82× 10−3 7.44× 10−10
Table 5.6.: The probability of being unable to continue with a fractional Kelly strategy
for various fractions, where p = 13 and o = 3.5.
betting or investing pool, and do not include the value of their house, pension and
other savings, so by implication they are following a fractional Kelly strategy even if
they claim that fraction is one. Of course there are some people, private equity and
hedge fund managers such as Warren Buffet, who have such a large proportion of their
wealth in one place and with which they take large risks, that their other assets are
insignificant. I suspect that they are the minority.
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6. Dynamically Hedging a Portfolio of
Bets
Kelly considered betting on horse racing, where a bet was placed, the horses ran and
winnings collected if successful. This would be repeated. For most races, much of the
betting turnover occurred after the previous race had finished. Much gambling is still
done in this way in much of the world. In some places (such as the UK) the rise of
betting exchanges has led to increased betting several hours before a race. Imagine now
having placed a back bet and then the odds change; what should the better do? The
odds may have improved (increased). If originally faced with such odds Kelly would
have told us to place a larger bet than currently placed. By how much should the bet
be increased? If the odds were to worsen, and the corresponding lay bet odds reduce,
should the gambler take a guaranteed profit now, or risk it in the race?
6.1. Increasing or Unwinding Previously Placed Bets
It is surprising that Thorp did not consider such activity until 2008 [40] when emailed
by a reader of his regular column. It is especially surprising because Thorp wrote
extensively about the application of Kelly Criterion to financial markets. The author
of the email was Proebsting.
6.1.1. Proebsting’s Paradox
Imagine being offered odds of 3 on heads appearing on the toss of a fair coin. Kelly
would tell us to place 0.25 of wealth on such a favourable bet. Have placed 0.25 of
our wealth on heads we are offered odds of 6 on heads. Assuming we are to place an
additional bet of f∗ at odds of 6 the two outcomes are:
Heads 1 + 2× 0.25 + 5× f∗ (6.1)
Tails 1− 0.25− f∗ (6.2)
This gives a growth rate G
G = 0.5 log(1.5 + 5f∗) + 0.5 log(0.75− f∗)
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Maximising G leads both Thorp and Proebsting to f∗ = 0.225. They both remark in
their email exchange that they find this surprising, at least at first. If we had been
offered odds of 6 initially Kelly would have told us to bet 0.4 of our wealth, and yet
we have just bet 0.475 on worse odds. This leads Proebsting to point out that when
betting on the fair coin toss Kelly would never allow a bet of 0.5 or more of our capital,
no matter how high the odds, but here it is easy to create a series of bets which leads
to all wealth being bet on a coin toss.
This is a less significant issue for a betting exchange than it is in theory. Most exchanges
have a finite number of available bets and maximum odds. Betfair, for example, has
maximum odds of 1000. Aaron Brown, nonetheless offers us a satisfying solution to this
paradox. If we consider odds that move, then before we place our second bet we should
consider our wealth. The wealth is not unchanged, but has reduced because the value
of our bet is reduced (because odds are now 6, odds of 3 are worth less). In this case the
bet of 0.25 of initial wealth at odds of 3 revalued to odds of 6 leads to a loss of 0.125.
The bet needing to be placed is also 0.125 of the original capital. The new wealth is
0.875 of the original wealth. Kelly tells us to bet 0.4 of this which is the same as a bet
of 0.35 of the original capital. We do not actually unwind and then replace, we just bet
a net 0.225 of the original capital (0.225 + 0.125 = 0.35) and paradox is resolved.
6.1.2. Previous Bet: Increasing Risk
More generally, consider that we have placed a back bet of fraction f , of wealth W , at
odds o and probability p then as usual
f = p− 1− p
o− 1 .
Assume now that the odds improve to o∗, where o∗ > o > 1p . We need to find the
fraction of W , f∗ which maximises the growth of our wealth, G given by
G = p log(1 + (o− 1)f + (o∗ − 1)f∗) + (1− p) log(1− f − f∗)
G′ = 0⇒ f∗(o∗ − 1) = p(o∗ − 1)− pf(o∗ − 1)− (1− p)− (1− p)(o− 1)f
but we know f so
f∗(o∗ − 1) = po∗ − 1− [p(o∗ − 1) + (1− p)(o− 1)]po− 1
o− 1 .
Re-arranging gives
f∗ =
po(o∗ − o)(1− p)
(o− 1)(o∗ − 1) .
This is the additional fraction of the original wealth which needs to be staked at the
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new odds. The total wealth staked is f + f∗. Assume that instead of increasing our
bet when offered the increased odds we decided to remove it instead. Assume that we
could place a lay bet at the same odds o∗ of size fL, such that
1 + (o− 1)f − (o∗ − 1)fL = 1− f + fL,
re-arranging to give
fL =
fo
o∗
.
If we revalue our existing bet at the current market price we see that our wealth has
fallen by f − fL, giving the new wealth relative of 1− f + fL. Now offered odds to back
of o∗, as before we calculate the fraction of this new wealth fN which we would like to
stake, which is the simple Kelly fraction, therefore,
fN = p− 1− p
o∗ − 1 .
As a fraction of our original wealth fOW this would be fN (1− f + fL), substituting for
fN ,f , and fL, gives
fOW = (p− 1− p
o∗ − 1)(1 + (p−
1− p
o− 1)(
o
o∗
− 1))
The change in wealth (∆W ) due to the new bets is f − fL + fOW . Re-arranging gives
∆W =
po− 1
o− 1 .
o∗ − o
o∗
+ (p− 1− p
o∗ − 1)(1 + (p−
1− p
o− 1)(
o
o∗
− 1))
∆W =
1− o∗ − op− oo∗p+ o∗po− oop+ oopp− po∗po
(o− 1)(o∗ − 1)
=
(po− 1)(o∗ − 1) + op(o∗ − o)(1− p)
(o− 1)(o∗ − 1)
= f + f∗
So the paradox is resolved. If we place a bet and reconsider it at a later stage we need
to revalue our capital. If the odds on a back bet have risen then we need to accept that
we have lost money. One of the criticisms of expected log investing is that an investor
does not know what is coming next and a better opportunity may present itself later.
We discus this further in Section 8.2.
6.1.3. Previous Bet: Reducing Risk
Whilst the problem of what to do when odds improve has been discussed, the similar
problem of what to do when odds worsen does not appear to have been considered.
Perhaps this is because much of this work has been done by Americans and there are no
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betting exchanges legally available in the United States. Therefore they have not had
to consider lay bets. As in the previous section we will assume that we have already
placed a bet of size f at odds of o and probability p with f given by the Kelly fraction
f = p− 1− p
o− 1 .
This time odds fall so far that it is possible to place a lay bet with odds o∗ where o∗ < o.
We will place an additional bet of size f∗, chosen to maximise the growth rate G, where
G = p log(1 + (o− 1)f − (o∗ − 1)f∗) + (1− p) log(1− f + f∗)
G′ = 0⇒ f∗(o∗ − 1) = (1− p)(1 + (o− 1)f)− p(o∗ − 1)(1− f)
f∗(o∗ − 1) = 1− po∗ + f(o− 1− po+ po∗)
but we know f so
f∗(o∗ − 1) = 1− po∗ + po− 1
o− 1 (o− 1− po+ po
∗).
Re-arranging gives
f∗ =
po(o− o∗)(1− p)
(o− 1)(o∗ − 1) .
If o∗ = 1/p, then f∗ = of/o∗. That is a complete unwind, or in exchange talk greening
off, on Betfair outcomes with profits are shown in green and losses are shown in red. If
all outcomes are green it is said to have been greened off.
6.2. Including Previous Bets
Let us consider a simple coin tossing example. The coin is fair (p = 12) and before each
toss odds, o of 2.05 are available. If we follow the standard Kelly method we would stake
a fraction, f , of just under 2.4% of our wealth, and if repeated this would eventually
tend towards a growth rate, G1, of 2.98 × 10−4. Now imagine that having placed this
bet the odds, o∗ improve to 2.10. Using
f∗ =
po(o∗ − o)(1− p)
(o− 1)(o∗ − 1)
we would stake an additional 2.2% of our original wealth giving a new growth rate, G2
of 5.68× 10−4. Of course, if we know that the odds will improve every time, we should
avoid placing the first bet altogether, and place the bet when the odds are 2.10. Then
growth rate, G3 would be much better at 11.4× 10−4, even if the odds did not increase
every time, merely most times, we should still wait, rather than place the first bet. In
general if probability that the odds will increase is piinc the growth rate of placing the
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first bet and placing the second where possible will be
piincG2 + (1− piinc)G1
and the growth rate of placing no initial bets and placing only the higher bet if possible
is
piincG3.
From these it is easy to calculate whether or not we should place the first bet. In this
case we should not place the bet 2.05 if we think that the probability that odds will
improve to 2.1 is greater than 34.4%.
If the probability does not increase then perhaps it will decrease. As above the first bet
is placed at odds of 2.05, but this time the odds available fall so far that it becomes
possible to lay this bet at 2.00. In this case the fraction of the original wealth will be
2.44%. In this case this is the same as ofo∗ , which is the equation for the size of a bet
required to unwind a previous bet. In this case the fraction by which wealth increases
on a win is the same as the fraction for a loss (1.00059) giving growth of 5.95 × 10−4.
This is twice the growth of leaving bet to run, not only that but also this bet now has
no risk. If we were sure that the odds would fall we might have placed more wealth
on the first bet. We will refer to such activity as trading which we define as backing
something in the expectation that the odds will fall in the future, or laying something
in the expectation that the odds will rise. The activity we have been following so far
is more akin to the investor who buys because the fundamental value is good. For
example, when betting during a race, perhaps the odds on a horse fall whenever the
commentator mentions the horse favourably. If a trader thought he could predict which
horses might be mentioned, or could trade much faster than everyone else he might back
horses which have odds he thought would fall, irrespective of which horses he thought
would win. Whilst such activity has much promise it is beyond the thrust of this thesis.
6.3. Moving Probabilities
This chapter has, so far, concentrated on moving odds. We shall now consider a change
in probabilities. Imagine we have developed a football model which predicts a team’s
performance based upon the starting players. If a player is suspended or injured the
team’s probability of winning the next match will be reduced, and similarly if he recovers
from injury more quickly than previously expected the probability will increase. Of
course, the odds in this case will also move as shown in Figure 6.1. This shows the
match odds of an English Premiership match between Manchester United and Chelsea
for the week before the start of the match on Saturday 3rd April 2010. A week before
the match Manchester United, playing at home, are the clear favourite. However, on
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Figure 6.1.: A graph showing the changing match odds for the Premiership match
between Manchester United and Chelsea on 3rd April 2010. Manchester
United, the home team, is the clear favourite, with odds shown in red and
blue, but then United’s odds increase suddenly on Tuesday evening. At this
moment Wayne Rooney, one of Manchester United’s star players, limps off
the pitch during a match against Bayern Munich and there is concern that
he might not be able to play against Chelsea. Later in the week it is an-
nounced that his injury is serious enough to cause him to miss this match.
Data taken from Betfair API.
Tuesday evening Manchester are playing Bayern Munich and Wayne Rooney is injured
and limps off the pitch. There is concern that he will not be able to play on Saturday.
Sometime on Friday it is announced that, whilst Rooney’s injury is not as bad as some
had feared, he will miss the match against Chelsea. Strangely the odds of Manchester
United winning improve. This fits nicely with the old City adage “Buy on rumour,
sell on fact”. Perhaps the market participants are convinced by Sir Alex Ferguson,
the Manchester United manager, as he discusses his plans for the team and Rooney’s
replacement. United lost.
6.4. The Uncertain Biased Coin
In an imaginary federal country, made up of two states each with its own president, the
national game is football. Many things, including the minting of coins, are devolved to
the states in this country. However, the football league is not, and teams from both
states take part. In order to satisfy national pride the referee has two coins in his pocket,
one from each state. At the start of the match the away team is invited to call heads
or tails and the referee randomly takes one of the two coins out of his pocket, tosses
it and shows the result to both captains. Life is somewhat dull in this country and
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consequently the people have taken to gambling on everything, including the toss of
the coin. There is an active market in bets on this coin toss, with odds for both teams
being close to 1.98 to back and 2.02 to lay. Unfortunately, one of the presidents is a
paranoid narcissist, (perhaps the surprising fact is that one of the presidents is not). He
was convinced that the image of the other president on his state’s coin was larger than
his own. Last year he ordered a new coin with a much larger and thicker head on the
head side of the coin. The tails side remains unchanged.
Mr R. B. Trage did some tests on this new coin. He has flipped it many times and was
convinced that, because of the weight of the head, it will land tails up 52% of the time.
Last year he followed a strategy of backing tails every match. As a Kelly investor he
placed 1% of his wealth on tails, for a logarithmic growth of 4.90× 10−5. This is small,
but there are lots of football matches each season and he is happy with that. This year
things have become more complicated.
The local television station has introduced high definition coverage of football matches.
Having backed tails Mr. Trage can see on the television coverage that the coin chosen
by the referee is the fair coin. What should he do? If the odds are unchanged he should
do nothing; at 2.02 it is not worth reducing the bet. But if the odds have moved lower,
perhaps because of Mr. Trage’s previous bet, then he should lay tails. At 2.01 he would
reduce his risk by about half, and at 2.0 he would remove all risk, but guarantee himself
a small loss. (Remember, he bet tails in the hope that biased would be chosen, but it
was not.) If, on the other hand, Mr. Trage sees the biased coin he should increase his
bet to 0.0302. If he was to repeat this his asymptotic growth would be 14.90× 10−5.
Of course, he can do even better. If he is sure to observe the coin in the referee’s hand,
he should not place his bet until after he as seen the biased coin, and do nothing if he
sees a fair coin. Doing so would offer growth of 22.36× 10−5.
In a more realistic scenario it would not always be obvious which coin is chosen: perhaps
only one side of the coin is visible and the tails sides of both coins are identical. The
best strategy to follow in this case would be to bet slightly less than half the ideal
fraction, and increase it if shown the biased coin, giving growth of 11.55 × 10−5. If
the situation is even worse and the television coverage only shows the coin half of the
time, and as before it is only possible to identify which coin has been chosen half of
those times then three quarters of the time we are uncertain which of the two coins has
been chosen. In this case the best strategy is to bet about 0.007, initially and increase
to 0.0302 when certain the biased coin has been chosen, giving growth of 7.76 × 10−5.
Following the greedy-maximise-at-each-stage method performs nearly as well, in this
case, with growth of 7.40 × 10−5, outperforming the wait-and-see strategy, which has
growth of 5.59× 10−5.
It is clear from this example that knowledge of how the model might change in the future
becomes very important. The above example is slightly skewed: it either became a bet
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to be increased, or an unfair bet, but too close to fair to unwind. In many examples it
would be possible to unwind and go further.
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7. Market Making with Inverse Kelly
Having extended Kelly to modern betting exchanges it appears natural to want to test
these extensions. To do so requires a model with greater predictive accuracy than the
betting market. The betting markets on leading sports appear to be very efficient. It
would take an exceptional model to consistently beat the market. The markets of both
lesser sports and the lower divisions of mainstream sports would appear to have better
prospects for testing the new developments. Unfortunately, these markets tend to have
substantially wider prices; indeed, sometimes no prices until a few minutes before the
match or race starts. It is possible that the prices available to match with, in the market,
will be so poor (too low to back and too high to lay) that it may be necessary to place
one or more bets in the market in the hope that they will match later.
7.1. Market Making
Market making is a financial services activity where the market maker (often an invest-
ment bank) quotes prices (usually buy and sell) for a particular financial product on a
given exchange. Here we use the term in a similar manner, but for betting exchanges.
The market maker hopes that without taking a large amount of risk he can profit by
selling products at a higher price than he buys them. And this will be true for the
betting exchange market maker. He will need to back the runners at higher odds than
he lays them.
Kelly, and every other gambler until about ten years ago faced a simple choice when
placing a bet; if he would like to back a particular outcome, but the odds were too low
he could back them anyway or do nothing. With betting exchanges we now have an
additional option; we can offer a bet at our choice of odds. In time that bet might be
matched (traded) or it might expire without trading.
In Table 3.5 we saw that the average over-round for correct score bets was about 2% for
English Premiership football in the 2009/10 season. On a recent Wednesday in February
2013 the over-round for betting on the correct score for the following Saturday’s League
One matches was about 12%, and there was no realistic price in any market for matches
on the following Tuesday. (English League One is the third level, after the Premiership
and the Championship.) Anyone planning to place a bet would need to choose a price,
rather than merely deciding to trade, or not to trade with an existing price. We suggest
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choosing a notional sum of money, C, and then selecting the decimal odds o such that
Kelly’s fractional stake f gives the desired bet size b. Then if p is the probability of the
backed event from Kelly we have:
f = p− 1− p
o− 1 .
Rearranging this gives:
o = 1 +
1− p
p− f . (7.1)
From this we see that we need p > f . If offering lay bets as well as back bets there
is another important consideration. Each of the entries is considered on its own, but
it is possible that more than one will trade at once. For example, if offering back and
lay prices on a tennis match it is possible that someone may match the back on one
player and the lay bet on the other player. With some exchanges this is in fact likely;
Betfair’s web client automatically does this calculation and a client will see the size
which is generated by combining a direct transaction with appropriate combinations of
other bets. So b should be chosen to allow for this.
To be practical this method combines existing bets into the calculation and at the same
time we consider multiple markets. So, if an event has n possible outcomes and the
probability of outcome i is pi, and if there are m possible bets which depend solely
upon those outcomes, then bet j has odds oj and traditionally we are choosing the
fraction of our wealth xj to wager on bet j. For each of the j we can take into account
previously made bets with size sj and odds ej . M is a matrix with mij = 1 if bet j is
considered winning if outcome i occurs, and mij = 0 otherwise. Previously, we would
have wanted to maximise G where:
G =
∑
i
pi log
(
1 +
∑
j
mij(ojxj + ejsj − xj − sj)
)
.
For market making we find for each j in turn the value of oj such that maximising G
gives xj = f . Again we must ensure that f < pi for all i. Other than this constraint we
are free to choose f as necessary to control the desired over-round. From Equation 7.1
we can see that
1
o
=
p− f
1− f ,
so the lay under-round if we place m back bets is
1−mf
1− f .
The choice of C becomes a decision about the confidence of the model used. If making
markets on one side only (all backs, or all lays) we might choose it such that f = bC ;
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Result Winnings Probability
Home Win £- 3.00 0.50
Away Win £0.00 0.25
Draw £10.00 0.25
Expected value £1.00
Table 7.1.: Payout value for each of the possible match results for the four bets in the
example. We have £100 lay bets of 3.9 for the draw, 4.0 for the away win
and two for the home win of 2.04 and 1.99.
or conversely, when offering bets on both sides f = 2bC , where b is the size of the bet
placed in the market in both cases. If a bet is matched at size f the next market prices
generated will be such as to attempt to unwind this bet at fair value, or the middle
of our previous market. With greater confidence in a model a higher value of C would
appear suitable as prices would change more slowly with trading activity.
7.2. Example
One of the attractions of this method of market making is that it deals well with
complicated sets of dependent markets, such as those discussed in Chapter 4. In this
section we discuss a simplified example.
Consider a football match with p =
(
1
2 ,
1
4 ,
1
4
)T
. This is close to the average of a well
matched league, such as the English Premiership. There is a 50% chance of a home win,
and a 25% chance of an away win or draw. Suppose that we set wealth to be £5 000,
and f = 0.02. This would create bets of £100. Figure 7.1 shows the initial bets which
would be created by this example. There are three back bets below fair value and three
lay bets above fair value. We now assume that another member of the exchange places
a trade, in this case backing the draw, at 3.9; so we have laid the draw. Figure 7.2 shows
the situation having recalculated our prices including the new bet. The odds on the
draw have fallen, and the odds on the other two outcomes have increased. Had we been
making markets in the correct score, odds on 0-0, 1-1 and so on would also have fallen,
with odds on other markets rising. The red square in Figure 7.2 indicates a matched
bet. We now assume that a customer backs the away win (at 4.0), giving the results
shown in Figure 7.3. This is followed by two more bets, of a home win (at 2.04), shown
in Figure 7.4, and after the odds have adjusted another home win bet (at 1.99) giving
the final situation shown in Figure 7.3. The value of this position is £1.
It is easy to see the biggest problem with market making. Everything went well in our
example. We matched four £100 bets and yet the profit is only £1. This is true with
most forms of market making.
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HomeWin
AwayWin
Draw
1
.9
5
2
.0
6
3
.9
0
4
.3
0
3
.9
0
4
.3
0
Figure 7.1.: Initial prices in football market making example. Prices on the left (in blue)
are those that the market can back (i.e. we would lay) and those on the
right (in pink) are those that the market can lay. The yellow dotted line
indicates fair value given by p =
(
1
2 ,
1
4 ,
1
4
)
, and f = 0.02. All prices are
rounded to Betfair valid prices.
HomeWin
AwayWin
Draw
2
.0
0
2
.1
0
4
.0
0
4
.4
0
3
.6
5
4
.1
0
Figure 7.2.: Prices in football market making example after first bet is matched. The
red square indicates that the customer has backed the draw (so we have laid
it). Prices have now adjusted. The yellow dotted line indicates fair value
given by p =
(
1
2 ,
1
4 ,
1
4
)
, and f = 0.02. All prices are rounded to Betfair valid
prices.
HomeWin
AwayWin
Draw
2
.0
4
2
.1
4
3
.7
5
4
.1
0
3
.7
5
4
.1
0
Figure 7.3.: Prices in football market making example after second bet is matched. The
second red square indicates that the customer has backed the away win (so
we have laid it). Prices have now adjusted. The yellow dotted line indicates
fair value given by p =
(
1
2 ,
1
4 ,
1
4
)
, and f = 0.02. All prices are rounded to
Betfair valid prices.
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HomeWin
AwayWin
Draw
1
.9
9
2
.1
0
3
.8
0
4
.2
0
3
.8
0
4
.2
0
Figure 7.4.: Prices in football market making example after third bet is matched. The
third red square indicates that the customer has backed the home win (so
we have laid it). Prices have now adjusted. The yellow dotted line indicates
fair value given by p =
(
1
2 ,
1
4 ,
1
4
)
, and f = 0.02. All prices are rounded to
Betfair valid prices.
HomeWin
AwayWin
Draw
1
.9
5
2
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4
3
.9
0
4
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0
3
.9
0
4
.3
0
Figure 7.5.: Prices in football market making example after fourth bet is matched. The
fourth red square indicates that the customer has backed the home win for
a second time (so we have again laid it). Prices have now adjusted. The
yellow dotted line indicates fair value given by p =
(
1
2 ,
1
4 ,
1
4
)
, and f = 0.02.
All prices are rounded to Betfair valid prices.
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7.3. Small Scale Live Test
In Chapters 3 and 4 we were able to create a test using historical data. Suitable assump-
tions, such as a test size much smaller than the market so as not to impact it needed to
be made. In this case, the whole point is that we are having an impact on the market.
Prices are not available at the time the bets are placed into the exchange. Whether
the bets will be matched immediately, improved upon, or ignored is not immediately
obvious. We would like to create a market making simulation tool. We have not done
so, but as a tentative preliminary examination we have created some data which will
help with design and calibration. One of the advantages of studying betting markets
rather than financial markets is that it is possible to make tests in real markets with a
considerably smaller capital outlay; the minimum bet on Betfair is £2.
We used a model based upon Dixon and Coles [82], fitted to the previous matches of the
current season and the two prior seasons, but with a value for tau of one. We estimated
the probabilities of final scores for English Football League One and Two (the third and
fourth level, respectively). On Betfair it is typically possible to bet on football matches
a week or so in advance. When a match was added to Betfair the market making tool
randomly assigned it a category. One category was to ignore the market, placing no
bets, offering these markets as controls. Other categories had various choices for b, C
and f . One category (8) assumed that confidence in our probabilities increased with
the number of bets matched. As this confidence grew the prices quoted narrowed (f
reduced) and the sizes quoted (b) increased.
We had a suitable model and data to quote prices in four markets for each match:
Match Odds; Correct Score; Over/Under 2.5; and Over/Under 3.5. Unfortunately the
cost of quoting in Correct Score was too high. The amount of capital needed to quote
back and lay bets of size b in each of the m runners of a market is b(m+ l − 2), where
l is the highest lay odds placed. The Correct Score market has 17 runners and it is
quite common for the the highest lay odds to be over 50. As the smallest bet allowed is
£2 this would require over £130 for each game compared to about £10 for each Match
Odds market.
The market making tool ran, with some interruptions, from 11th February to 28th March
2013, a period of 215 football matches. Table 7.2 gives a breakdown of the matches over
this period. Of the 215 matches, we placed no bets on 91 of them. This was to enable us
to see if our activity made any other difference. We had speculated that quoting prices
in a market might increase the total activity in that market (beyond our own activity).
At first it appeared as though we had made an impact, at least with category 8 matches.
The average volume was double that of the others. The strategy that category 8 deploys
increases the size and reduces the over-round as confidence in the prices increases. It
was not a surprise that this category had the most impact. Performing an F-test on the
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Fallow Cat 1 - 7 Cat 8 Total
League One 45 49 13 107
League Two 46 47 15 108
Market Size £39 682 £40 689 £84 669
Table 7.2.: Details of football matches which occurred during the market making test.
Fallow matches were left untouched by the market making software.
Match Over or Over or Correct
Odds Under 2.5 Under 3.5 Score
Back 1065 577 216 0
Lay 2864 749 232 19
Table 7.3.: Details of the bets matched during the market making test. Only one match,
only, had placed Correct Score bets.
data shows that the variances are significantly different with a high degree of confidence.
However, it became clear that this was not due to our involvement. One of the category
8 matches (Tranmere vs Stevenage) happened to be on TV during a weekend when
there was no Premiership or Championship football. This one match had over 10 times
the normal turnover. This together with another unusual match account for all the
increase.
It is worth pointing out here that the distribution of the fallow matches is not uniform
across this period. In the first half of the time period there is a higher proportion of
ignored matches than there is later in the period. As it became clear that the strategy
was not bleeding money the ratio was changed. It is possible that this decision has
introduced bias.
Over this time we placed 6 415 bets. In several cases the software was interrupted and
in some others there were human interventions which introduced errors. Sometimes the
thread detecting new markets in Betfair was too slow and by the time it placed prices
in the market there were already prices there. Occasionally these matched immediately.
One of the parameters that our future simulation will need to fit is the inter-arrival times
for the bets. These almost instant matching bets skew the data significantly. Some of
these we can easily detect and have excluded, reducing our total bet count to 5722
bets. Table 7.3 shows the breakdown of these bets. As previously stated, quoting in
the Correct Score market was particularly expensive and was, therefore, assigned a low
probability. This happened only once, matching 19 lay bets not including the winning
score. Unfortunately we have been unable to draw any strong, significant conclusions
from the data collected.
It is immediately obvious for markets with more than two outcomes that customers
prefer to make back bets (so we make lay bets). Perhaps for binary markets customers
still favour back bets, but the Betfair web client converts our back bets into lay bets on
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the other outcome.
We had expected that bets which matched quickly might be more likely to be losing
bets. To estimate this we calculated for each market a money weighted average odds,
normalised so that the reciprocal gives a market implied probability. This is our fair
market price. We use this to calculate an expected profit on each bet. We anticipated
a positive correlation between this and the time between placing a bet and it being
matched. Surprisingly, the calculated correlation is -0.07. See Figure 7.6. It is possible
that when the data has been further cleaned this will change, but it is surprising. It is
possible that we need to consider how far in advance of the match we are placing bets.
If we place bets too far ahead it may be that no-one notices these bets for many hours,
or days, and this will probably include the bet with the highest negative expected value.
7.4. Market Making: Final Comments
More work is needed on this method before any significant conclusions can be made.
Anyone undertaking market making needs to realise that in general when things go well
small profits will accrue, and yet when things go wrong the losses will be large. In the
example above the system worked perfectly and made an expected profit of £1. Had
only the first bet been placed (because the system crashed during calculation, or ran
out of money, or a power cut, or lack of interest...) and the match been drawn the loss
would have been £290. Clearly one needs to be sure that these events are indeed rare.
Nassim Taleb argues [162] that often such events are more common than people realise.
The strategy above that showed some promise increased in size over time. This helped
to overcome some of the worry about model accuracy, but would not have helped with
any of the the possible issues mentioned here.
Once convinced that market making is the correct strategy and whilst choosing a method
for calculating prices there is an obvious further choice. Should the method use the
model or should it be independent from it. This method is independent. If there is
a systematic problem with the the model, there is a chance with this method that
some danger may be avoided. As a consequence, no model knowledge is used. If the
probability of the home team winning is set too high at the outset, bets laying this will
be matched and eventually the prices will rise (implied probability fall). This method
will, at the same time, adjust all other prices down. This might not be the best strategy.
Examine again Figure 6.1, the graph of match odds changing over time for Manchester
United verses Chelsea. When Manchester United’s odds spiked up, Chelsea spiked down,
but the draw didn’t move much.
Similarly in other sports there may be correlations captured in the model, but not
used by Kelly market making. For example, in Formula One motor-racing in the 2013
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Figure 7.6.: Time taken before the matched bet was matched, compared to expected
value of trade, measured using trade weighted average price.
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Figure 7.7.: Length of time between matching and start of match, compared to expected
value of trade measured using traded weighted average price.
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season, tyre degradation is crucial. Imagine having placed some bets the day before
the race the temperature is much hotter than expected. Perhaps the favourite team,
say Red Bull, is impacted by this more than the second favourite team. The odds of
Sebastian Vettel winning the race increase. This model would respond by reducing all
other drivers including Mark Webber, Vettel’s Red Bull team-mate. A method which
used the underlying model would probably not make this mistake.
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8. Conclusion
8.1. Achievements
This thesis has extended Kelly’s original method for choosing a stake size, bringing it up
to date with betting available in the UK (and many other countries). Whilst there has
been much research on Kelly’s work, and on Maximising the Expected Log (MEL) more
generally (see Section 2.1), most of it has concentrated on financial markets rather than
betting. The research that has focused on betting has predominantly been authored by
Americans (such as Ed Thorp) and as betting exchanges have largely avoided America
their work has been limited to what we (in the UK) would call traditional bookmakers.
There has been no research on laying bets or on unwinding bets, and very little on
increase bets, trading bets and market making. This thesis fills in that gap. The
principal achievements of this thesis are:-
Extended Kelly to lay bets In those countries which allow betting exchanges the mem-
bers are quite used to both backing horses and laying them. If the odds on
one horse are too low, rather than backing many of the other horses it is more
convenient to lay just that one. This thesis allows such a user to calculate the
appropriate size of the bet. This is calculated explicitly.
Extended Kelly to sets of bets (numerically) Breiman posed a more general form of
Kelly’s original problem (see Section 2.1.2) and stated that it was difficult to solve
generally. This thesis solves such a generalisation numerically. In practical cases
the solution is found quickly with only basic PC hardware. We show an example
using historical football data and the return is higher than betting on each market
individually.
Incorporated commission Betting exchanges’ fee structures are different from book-
makers: they charge a fee on winning bets, as opposed to adjusting the original
odds. Our solution incorporates commission. This may be set to zero, and so can
solve traditional bookmaking bets too.
Examined assumptions Kelly assumes that money is infinitesimally divisible. In re-
search on financial markets it is usually assumed that the portfolio is so large
that such an assumption need not be of concern. In betting, placing very large
bets is not possible and there is a relatively large minimum bet size. We examine
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the probability that the minimum bet size will cause problems for various sizes of
initial wealth.
Examined dynamic hedging One of the attractions of betting exchanges when com-
pared to traditional bookmakers is the ease with which positions can be traded in
and out. We studied which additional bets should be placed having first placed
a back bet, both when odds increase (which has been considered before) and also
when they decrease (which we have not seen researched).
Inverted Kelly for market making When looking for opportunities to test some of these
ideas it became apparent that in leading markets the prices are very competitive,
certainly better than the available models. In the less competitive markets - lower
football divisions, for example - there are often no, or very few prices. It becomes
necessary to make prices in the hope that others will trade them. We use Kelly,
to choose the odds we wish to trade.
The main applications of this work will be for gambling. Indeed the paper [14] which
we published in 2013 has been picked up by SmarterSig. SmarterSig is a subscription
based website for people interested in gambling research. They have adopted the work
from Chapter 3 and put it into a spreadsheet [13]. They are currently working on
incorporating Chapter 4 into their spreadsheet. In addition to consumers the research
presented in this thesis may also be of interest to bookmakers.
The economic similarity between betting and insurance is a very old idea. Bernoulli
highlighted it at least 275 years ago (see Section 2.1.1). The reality for most of us,
however, is that insurance is a game we have to play, or at least cannot afford not to:
we have to buy buildings insurance, because the bank demands it, and car insurance
because it is a legal requirement. In any case, for most types of insurance we do not have
the requisite information to calculate the risks, and obtaining it is beyond our means.
However, it is possible to think of insurance applications which might lend themselves
to more detailed analysis. Perhaps the organiser of outdoor events is considering rain
insurance. It should be possible to use some of the ideas contained in this thesis to assist
with making such a decision. We do not claim to have any knowledge of the underwriting
industry, but it is possible that these ideas might be useful for underwriters.
There are possible financial applications too, although we would expect most banks to
have proprietary systems specifically designed for financial markets. It is possible that
the market making which is independent from the model may be combined with other
risk systems to provide a safer risk framework.
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8.2. Should We Follow Kelly?
Anyone considering using the ideas presented here, whether for gambling, insurance or
something else needs to be happy to Maximise the Expected Log (MEL) and so be
considered a Kelly investor. This can be a very volatile strategy. Many Kelly adherents
actually bet only a fraction of the Kelly stake. We include fractional Kelly betters
in what we term Kelly betters. Even following a fractional strategy can be volatile
so understanding is required, and there are many other reasons not to follow such a
strategy.
One of Samuelson’s criticisms is that an investor does not know what is going to happen
next. In Chapter 6, we consider this point. We assume that a back bet has been placed
and then allow the odds to rise. We are able to calculate which bet should be placed
next. Of course if we knew that the odds were going to rise the correct strategy would
have been not to place the first bet, but place a larger bet once the odds have risen.
Market knowledge and experience are valuable and we believe that these combined
with Kelly will outperform either individually. It is possible that a completely different
opportunity will present itself, and having invested a sizable proportion of wealth in
the first there is little available for the second. Finding one good opportunity is hard
enough, we would be truly fortunate to find ourselves in the position of having two, but
if one is expecting a better trade to occur in the near future it might be prudent to
wait.
Most of the activity described in this thesis is akin to investing. The probabilities are
calculated and odds are examined and those that seem to be cheap are backed. When
we use knowledge of how prices move over time our activity becomes increasingly like
trading: we buy something now in the hope that we can sell it at a better price in
the future. Anyone following a trading strategy might be able to justify betting much
greater amounts than the Kelly fraction as they do not intend to continue to hold such
a position at the time of the match.
It is often hard to assess with a high degree of accuracy the probabilities needed by
the Kelly criterion. A small error in calculating these could lead to significant over
betting and ruin. The betting market (including betting exchanges and bookmakers)
on leading sports is active and in the vast majority of cases any improvements will be
very small. In some cases calculating the probabilities will be much easier. When Thorp
used Kelly staking for his Blackjack strategy it was easy to know the probabilities of a
certain outcome. Even then he found that some casinos cheated. A recent MSc thesis
[41] which tries to recreate Dixon and Coles’ paper from 1997 but taking odds from
betting exchanges, found that when the difference in price between the market and the
model was greatest the market was more likely to be correct. It is these very times that
the size of the bet would have been largest. This leads us to potential future work.
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8.3. Future Work
One of the shortcomings of Kelly is the level of accuracy needed in calculating the
probabilities, it would be interesting to refine it still further in order to take into account
some uncertainty in the probability distribution. The system would then place relatively
smaller bets (possibly zero in size) if the uncertainty is high for a given probability.
It is possible that having invested in one opportunity another will present itself or more
likely, having invested a small amount in a diverse range of opportunities some more will
appear. Across Europe many football leagues play at the weekend. How much money
should a gambler on football matches allocate on a Friday? Will improved situations
be available on Saturday morning. Others have done work on independent bets [158],
[40]. It should be possible to combine their work with the work here. Further, as the
betting exchanges are quite liquid, it should be possible to reduce existing bets (at a
small cost) to place money into any new opportunity. This would remove Samuelson’s
criticism in the case of liquid markets.
When commission has been included in Chapter 4 we no longer claim that the problem is
convex and so we no longer claim that a unique global maximum will be found. Having
run some tests and simulations nothing has indicated that a sub optimal local minimum
is ever found. Perhaps the problem is still convex, or some other second order sufficient
conditions exist.
An improved equation to calculate the probability that Kelly does lead to ruin in practice
might be found, and certainly it should be possible to improve the termination criterion.
Several improvements could be made to the main method, each small but together
significantly improving the usefulness. Extra constraints should be added to allow for
other issues that a gambler may have, such as the amount of cash deployed. Perhaps
there should be a cost of cash included. Additional betting exchanges should be added.
Allowance should be made for a match ending early, or in an unusual way. For example,
if a football match ends early because of crowd trouble, or bad weather, some bets will
be settled and some will be voided. If we had laid 0-0, 1-0, 0-1, 2-0, 1-1, and 0-2 and
backed under 2.5 goals, and the floodlights fail at half-time with the score 3-0, we would
lose a significant amount of money. The (winning) correct score bets would be voided,
and the over 2.5 goals bet would be lost. A final useful addition would be to include
previous bets in different markets which it might be worth unwinding or reducing if new
opportunities present themselves.
These further refinements would provide an exceptional tool-kit for a gambler. Even
without these improvements we feel that following our improved version of fractional
Kelly will often prove optimal. As an addition to market knowledge rather than a
substitute the work presented here will enhance the returns of a systematic gambler
betting on an exchange.
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A. Glossary
A.1. Guide to Betting Terminology
Using the language from Chapter 3 we bet on the events of a game. The game ends
with a final outcome. Each event is a set of outcomes. If an event contains the final
outcome we call the event winning. When placing a bet, one party places a back bet,
and the other places a lay bet. If the event/bet is winning the back bet wins, otherwise
the lay bet wins. Excluding commission the sum of winnings and losses of the back bet
and lay bet is zero. The person placing the back bet on an event is often called the
backer. He might be said to be backing an event. Similarly his counter-party is the
layer and might be said to be laying the event.
In a simple example the game might be a horse race. In this case each event would
contain one outcome – a horse. The final outcome would be the winning horse. If you
back a horse, e.g. Frankel you are betting that it wins. You might be said to be backing
Frankel. The person you place that back bet with, whether a bookmaker, an exchange
or a friend in your office is laying the bet. He is laying Frankel, or equivalently backing
all other horses. To make it slightly more complicated we can include place bets. To
win a place bet your horse needs to finish in the first few, typically 2, 3 or 4 depending
upon the number of runners. For this example we will assume the first two places. Now
the outcomes are all ordered pairs of horses. The first horse is the winner and the other
named horse finishes second. Now when betting on Frankel to win, the event contains
all pairs of horses with the first horse named Frankel. If betting on Frankel for a place
these events would contain all pairs of horses that contain Frankel as either first or
second named horse.
In addition to winning or losing there is sometimes a third possibility. A bet may be
voided. If a horse does not start, or if a football match is postponed before kick off
then in many circumstances all bets will be voided. Thus, there will be no winners or
losers and all stake money is returned. Ante post bets on horse races are unusual in this
regard as non running horse count as losing bets. For most other sports there are some
common themes, but specific rules do vary. And even within a sport some of the bets
specifically exclude voiding in certain cases. For example in a tennis match between
Player A and Player B, there will be many bets, but exchanges might list Player A to
win bet, and Player A to get through to the next round. If Player B withdraws before
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the start of the match with an injury the first of those two will be voided, but not the
second. Some researchers [163] are examining the differences in odds in such markets
to infer the (market’s view of the) probability of withdrawal.
In the previous paragraph we personified the betting exchanges or bookmakers’ prices.
One of the founders of Betfair was a trader in the financial markets [164], and, therefore
it is not surprising that some of the language of financial markets had transferred to
betting exchanges. In a financial market there is normally a buy, or bid price, and a sell,
or ask price. Similarly the betting exchange has back prices and lay prices, where the
term price is used interchangeably with odds. In financial markets it is often common
to discuss the market’s view of something – meaning the probability inferred by the
money weighted average of relevant prices. We often talk of financial markets in general
without specifying an exchange. In some cases it will be obvious which exchange we
intend and in some cases there will be a choice of exchange. The same is true of betting
markets. In this thesis if we do not otherwise specify we are discussing Betfair, which
is the current market leader in terms of turnover.
In betting markets, as with financial markets friction costs can be significant. Friction
costs include commission, other fees and the bid-ask spread, which is the difference
between the sell price and the buy price. The bid-ask spread in financial markets is
sometimes used as a measure of liquidity [165]. In betting markets we have an advantage
because we know that the fair odds would produce implied probabilities that sum to one.
So in addition to the bid-ask spread we can examine the sum of the implied probabilities.
The distance from one is the over-round. In decimal odds the implied probability is the
reciprocal of the odds. The state when the bid-ask spread turns negative is termed a
backwardation. On many exchanges it is not allowed to happen directly, but it may be
that the bid odds on one exchange are higher than the lay odds on another exchange.
Sometimes it is possible to create a bet from a combination of other bets. In two runner
markets, for example, it is possible to create lay odds on one runner using the back odds
of the other.
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Glossary
Back To bet for something, or to place a back bet. As opposed to Lay.
Back bet A bet that the named event or runner will win. Traditionally the only option
available in the UK.
Backwardation In financial markets a backwardation is said to occur when a financial
asset can be bought and simultaneously sold for a profit. In betting we use it
when an event can be backed at one price and effectively laid at a lower price.
Balanced book A book is balanced, for a particular race, if its value is independent of
the winner of that race. A bookmaker will try to create a balanced book or failing
that reduce the biggest possible loss.
Better A person who places a bet. We use this interchangeably with gambler.
Commission A betting exchange does not provide odds and generates revenue by charg-
ing users commission. Betfair charges a fraction of winnings on each market.
Decimal odds Decimal odds are common on betting exchanges and with bookmakers in
some countries outside the UK. These odds refer to the amount of money returned
to the gambler per unit stake on a win. As decimal odds are higher (by one unit)
than traditional odds for a given return the bookmaking industry is considering
switching to decimal odds.
Event An event is a set of outcomes.
Fair odds Odds offered without an over-round, such that the sum of the implied prob-
abilities is one.
Fractional Kelly Kelly staking can be a very volatile strategy and so many implicitly
or explicitly bet only a fraction of their wealth. We include fractional Kelly when
we refer to Kelly betting.
Gambler A person who places a bet. We use this interchangeably with better.
Game We define a game as a future contest.
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GOP Growth Optimal Portfolio, is another name for a Kelly portfolio (see also MEL).
Growth rate Throughout this thesis, we use growth rate to be the asymptotic, per
game, (natural) logarithmic growth rate of wealth. (Kelly used base 2 logarithms
as did a few of the other writers in this field, who were also interested in the
relationship with information theory.) If V0 is the initial wealth and VN is the
wealth after N games (matches,races,etc.), then as N → ∞, G → 1
N
log
VN
V0
.
Alternatively if a game has T possible outcomes and outcome j has probability
pj of occurring and changes wealth by a factor WF j , then G = log
∏
T WF
pj
j .
In play Betting on a match or race whilst it is in progress. This is possible on many of
the more popular games. Also called in running.
Lay To bet against something, or to place a lay bet. As opposed to Back.
Lay bet A bet that the named event or runner will lose. Nearly every bet that a
traditional bookmaker writes is a lay bet, as their customers place back bets.
Matching When a bet is placed into a betting exchange if the opposite bet is present
both will trade. This is called matching. A bet may match in full, partially, or
not at all. A bet which did not match at first may match later.
MEL Maximising the Expected Log, the name more often used for Kelly portfolios by
economists (see also GOP).
Odds The odds are the ratio of the winning payout to the losing payout. There is
more than one way to calculate them. In the UK two methods are common, see
fractional odds and decimal odds.
Offset It is only possible to place a bet on a betting exchange if the member has enough
money in his account. It is possible that less money will be needed for subseqent
bets if the exchange allows offsetting. For example, placing a £10 lay bet in a
horse race at odds of 4 requires £30, placing a second £10 bet on a different horse
at odds of 5 requires no additional cash. Betfair allows offsetting within markets,
but not between markets.
Outcome We define outcome as a possible result of a game.
Over-round The difference between a bookmaker’s odds and the fair odds, often ex-
pressed as a %. Historically between 10% and 15%, now as low as 2%.
Spread betting A spread better pays or receives the difference between some pre-
arranged value and the final value. He might buy total goals in a football match
at 2.5 in £10 per goal. If the final score is 4-1 than he wins £25, if the final score
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is 1-1 he loses £5. Had he sold instead of buying the win and loss would have
been reversed. Spread betting existed in the UK long before betting exchanges
and has many of the advantages of betting exchanges: it is possible to buy and
sell, it is possible to unwind before the start of the match, and betting was allowed
during the match long before it was introduced by betting exchanges to fixed odds
betting..
Trader We use the term trader to describe someone who trades something at one price
in the hope that it can be later reversed at a better price. Contrast that with the
Kelly better who is more akin to a value investor; he backs something because he
thinks it is more likely to win than the probability implied by the odds.
Under-round The difference between an exchange’s lay odds and the fair odds, often
expressed as a %. Unlike over-round this is not a universally accepted term.
Unwind A person who places a bet, or a collection of bets, in order to reduce the risk
of previous bets is unwinding his book. Having placed a back bet, he might place
a lay bet on the same runner, or back all other runners.
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B. Common Football Bets
B.1. Bets Determined by Final Score
The following is a list of some of the football bets available on betting exchanges. This
thesis refers to the first three only. The rest are provided to demonstrate the diversity
of bets available.
Match Odds
This is a bet on the result – the winning team. As a draw is common, one of
the available bets is the draw (about 14 of league football matches end in a draw).
On Betfair, bets usually refer to the state at the end of normal play (after 90
minutes). If the match is a cup game, or some other type of match which has
extra time in the event of a draw, and the match goes into extra time, the bet is
settled as a draw.
Correct Score
This is a bet on the final score. As with most other bets this is usually a bet
on the score after the normal 90 minutes. There is often a catch all bet for high
scores. On Betfair, for example, there are 17 possible bets, 16 bets with specified
scores, plus other, which wins when either team scores 4 goals or more.
Over/Under XX Goals
This is a bet on the total number of goals scored by both teams in the 90 minutes
of play. The XX is normally a number which cannot be achieved such as 2.5. The
average number of goals in league football is between 2 and 3 and so Over/Under
2.5 is often the most active of these bets, although bets can exist from 0.5 to
higher than 9.5. If it is possible to place bets match during the match (often
termed in-play or in-running betting), then as the score rises more markets are
introduced.
Both Teams to Score
This is a bet on whether or not both teams will score. Similarly there is usually a
bet on whether or not the home team will score, will not let in a goal and so on.
Asian Handicap XX
A bet on which team will win given XX is added to one of the team’s final scores.
XX can be a whole number or a whole number and a half, in the first case a draw
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is possible, but not in the second. The most active market is often that which
has both teams equally likely to win. Sometimes bets can be combined as XX &
XX12 , in which case a bet is actually a pair of bets.
Draw No Bet
Similar to Match Odds, except that in the case of a draw the bet is voided and
stakes are returned.
Total Goals
A bet on the total number of goals, the bets are of the type, 3 or more, 4 or more,
and so on.
B.2. Bets not Determinable by Final Score
Bets in Section B.1 can be determined by knowing the final score. There are many
other bets, some of which are very esoteric. Some would require a very small change
in a model. Some of these require knowledge of the score at half time, whilst others
require the order of the goals. Other bets need the name of the player who scored the
goal. Yet other more bets require details beyond goals, such as corners or yellow and
red cards. Examples are as follows.
Half Time
Just like Match Odds above, but for the state of the match after 45 minutes.
Half Time Score
A Correct Score market for the first 45 minutes only.
Half Time / Full Time
A bet with 9 possible outcomes, one for each of the three first half states, combined
with each of the three final results.
Next Goal
Before the start of the match this is a bet on the team which will score the first
goal, or possibly none. After the match has started this becomes a bet on the
next goal.
Sending Off
Will a player (on either team) be sent off.
Penalty Taken
Will either team take a penalty.
Multi Corners
The number of corners in the first half multiplied by the number of corners in the
second half. This is a very volatile bet which some gamblers seem to like.
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